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Wildcat football team 
beat BU Saturday night 
27-13. (See story page 24). 
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Notices page 6 
The Beaux Arts Trio 
performed an outstanding 
set of classic.al music last 
Saturday at the Johnson 
Theatre. (See.story page 
15). 
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See story, page seven Enrollment stirs debate 
Members of a new anti-apartheid· student group demonstrate 
By Leonard E. Dodge 
During his speech, Haaland 
said that UNH was on it's way 
to becoming the best small 
public university in the country. 
A heated discussion followed 
-in the Student Senate after 
President Gordon Haaland said 
the University admissions office 
does not purposely o~er-enrol~. Ken Bartlett, Judicial Affairs 
Robin Lans, Academic Council Council chairman, asked Haa-
Chairperson said, "the Univer- land how UNH could achieve 
sity administration does .r;i.ot this goal when it follows a policy 
discourage over-enrollment. of over-enrollment. 
This year, 2350 freshmen The majority of senators 
entered ·uNH, making it the expressed puzzlement as they 
largest class ever to be enroll~d. questioned Haaland about over-
This is the second consecutive enrollment. Since the U niver-
year that the freshman class has sity budgets a certain amount 
been larger than anticipated. of money expected from stu-
"lt was not. o?,r i~tention .for dents, what happens to the extra 
it to be like this, said Stan Fish, they get from unexpected ac-
director of Admissions. · ceptences? They also asked how 
At the Student Senate meet- the increased numbers would 
ing, opinions clashed when Lans affect classroom .capa~ity._ .. 
said, "The university does not Although Residential hfe said 
discourage over-enrollment.•• the. lott~ry v.:ould not occ1:1r 
Deanne Ethier responded say- agam, this yc:ar s·enrollment will 
ing she disagreed with Lac.s. cause a rernactment of the 
process. 
The effects of over-
enrollment are evident this 
semester by the triple occupancy 
rooms in Stoke Hall. Residential 
Life had promised to eliminate 
them last year. 
"I was the last person to get 
here so I didn't have a choice," 
said Freshman Luci Decato. "I 
have no desk and have to share 
a closet." 
"The Admissions office bases 
its expected intake of students 
from statistics, and it's not the 
University's fault. More fresh-
men came in than expecte-
d,"Ethier said. 
Haaland said he was pleased 
with the idea of more people 
comipg to UNH than expected. 
"More students are choosing 
UNH as their first choice 
school," he said, ''and that is 
because of the school's reputatton." 
infrontofThompsonHall. (Cindy Rich photo) Greek Senate future unclear 
STVN broadens 
students horizons 
By Susan Pocharski 
The philosophy of UNH is 
that the college experience 
should go beyond the classroom. 
'fhis ideology is evident at 
STVN (Student Television Net-
work) where any student can 
have hands-on training for 
reporting, editing, running a 
camera or just learning about 
television. 
"STVN is open for anyone 
who wants to learn about tel-
evision," says News Director 
Jon Castle. "The studio is com-
pletely run by students and we' re 
looking for new members to join 
whether their commitment is 
la"rge or small." 
. Castle said he wishes to 
encourage students that STVN 
is primarily there for them "to 
have a good time," but emphas-
ized that the members are 
students first and the Network 
doe~n't want its participants to 
find their jobs too time consum-
ing. 
"We don't want members to 
get in over their heads," says 
Castle. 
STVN is currently producing 
5 shows that will be aired 
regularly this fall: 
ular news broadcast that also 
features the weather and sports. 
•"£ports Beat," directed by 
Terry Murray, gives coverage 
to all the school sports played 
.-
..._ .. 
By W. Glenn Stevens 
The three-year-old Greek 
Senate's days could be num-
bered, according to fraternity 
officers. 
The senate cannot compete 
with the Intra~Fraternal Council· 
according to former IFC Pres-
ident John Davis. 
"Anytime you have two dif-
ferent groups doing the same 
thing you run into problems," 
Davis said. 
The Greek Senate was formed 
three years ago, before the IFC 
existed. According to Chris 
Destefano, President of Tau 
Kappa Alpha. The IFC has 
taken more responsibility on 
i·n the Greek system, and as a 
result, the Greek Senate isn''t 
accomplishing much. 
"The Greek Senate is the sole 
information system. for the 
~-reek system as a-whole," said 
•"Perspectives" is a bi-
weekly production that has a 
format similar to "Evening 
Magazine." 
•"Headline News" is a reg- An STVN team prepares to shoot an interview. (Sanjay Jain photo) 
Maureen Morgan, Vice-
President of AI pha Chi Omega. 
She said the Senate brought 
both fraternities and sororities 
together, and is important to 
the whole Greek system. 
"They may go back to IFC 
handling everything for frater-
nities," said Davis. 
Currently the Greek Senate 
only handles social events for 
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1985-86 is the year for action says Haaland 
By Ruth Stearns 
At UNH the 1985-1986 
school year is the "year of 
action" according to President 
Gordon Haaland. A three-part 
strategy is being organized to 
help make UNH "the best smaII 
public university" in the nation, 
interested in learning and suf-
ficient resources and facilities 
will support this mission, Haa-
land said. 
men and 3 5 sophomores par-
ticipating, wi~h 150 additional 
students on a waiting list . 
Students are excited about this 
program, as are the faculty who 
are involved." 
ence in the lives of its students," 
he said. 
growth, Haaland said. He be-
lieves that the University is an 
important part of that growth 
and change, and needs to be 
recognized. 
he added. , 
The first initiative in the 
strategy is a commitment to the 
development and maintenance 
of academic excellence in all 
programs, said Haaland. 
Haaland added that the Gener-
al Education Committee has 
reviewed over 200 courses. They 
established a basic group to meet 
the standards and expectations 
of the new policies. 
The third part of the strategy 
involves a partnership with the 
State of_ New Hampshire and 
part of New England. The State 
of New Hampshire is in the 
midst of rapid change and 
Students can and should con-
HAALAND, page 6 
According to Haaland, the 
best small public university is 
an institution of higher educa-
tion that combines a high quality 
faculty and an academic pro-
gram of ~xcellence. Students 
"Over the past year we have 
done a number of things to help 
achieve excellence in academic 
areas," said Haaland. "This is 
the first year of our honors 
program. We have 200 fresh-
"We must recognize, howev-
er," said Haaland, "that addi-
tional commitments of faculty 
and funds are required to com-
plete our expectations here." 
Some of the new programs 
include a new Masters Degree 
program in Nursing and PhD 
Programs in reading and writ-
ing instruction and in animal 
and nutritional sciences Haa-
land said. 
The second strategic step 
involves a commitment of being 
a student-oriented university. 
"College should be an expe-
rience that will .enable them 
(students) to be productive, 
contributing members of society 
and one they will remember 
positively. Our goal is for every 
student to be committed to 
learning and to this institution 
long after their student days are 
over," said Haaland. "To achieve 
this commitment we must im-
prove our formal advertising 
system and expand our pro-
grams and contact with students 
beyond the classroom." 
President Gordon Haaland in his Thompson Hall office. (Cindy 
Rich photo) 
UNH has expanded the ca-
reer placement network by 
involving mere than 500 alumni 
who are helping ~tudents to 
explore career opportunities, 
Haaland said. 
The coming year will be ua year of action," for UNH according 
to the president. (Cindy Rich photo) 
"UNH should make a differ-
NEWS IN BRIEF 
France admits to sinking 
ship 
The French government has claimed respon-
sibility for the sinking of the Greenpeace protest 
ship Rainbow Warrior. 
Two French agents responsible for the attack 
are currently being held in a New Zealand jail for 
arson and conspiracy charges. Three other agents 
responsible for the attack are still at large in France. 
The .French government has asked that the agents 
responsible for the sinking not be tried because 
they were act.ing under orders. 
Turnout for Humane 
Society renovation slim 
T9e Cocheco Valley Humane Society's volunteer 
"Barn Raising" last Saturday and Sunday reportedly 
attracted a very slim crowd to help with the 
renovation project. 
The society's sheep-barn- med-animal-shelter 
in Dover is in desperate eed of renovations to 
insure ~he warmth and pr tection of unwanted pets 
over the upcoming winter. 
Cleanup for Durham 
landfill 
The Durham solid waste landfill is currently going 
through an extensive cleanup operation to remove 
resellable light metal objects and to bury all of the 
undesireable stuffed objects. 
According to George Crombie, Director of Public 
Works, the landfill's overabundance of "stuffables" 
is a result of transient UNH students. 
These items must be buried because they are so 
bulky, said Crombie. 
Sports short 
The Dover Arena is still accepting applications 
for adult skaters interested in competing in the 
Seacoast Adult Hockey League which is set to begin 
on October 4, 1985. The six team league plays all 
games at the Dover Arena on either Friday or 
Saturday nights. All skaters should have had some 
past organized hockey experience and the Arena 
has openings available on only two squads. 
Correction 
In last Tuesday's paper in the story about Miss 
Hampton Beach, Maryanne Montagano's name was 
incorrectly spelled. 
Local man gets light 
sentence 
Stephen W. Dockham of Dover has received a 
one and one half to 6 year jail term for the aggravated 
felonious sexual assault of a 12 year old girl. 
Strafford County District Attorney Lincoln Soldati 
said he is outraged at the sentence. 
Dockham reportedly took the girl by force to 
a wooded area in Farmington and sexually assaulted 
her. 
Further legal action against Dockham is not 
expected. 
Snowmobiles learn to . 
swim 
Snowmobile fanatics couldn't wait for snow last 
Saturday. Traffic was backed up for miles as 
onlookers watched the annual Can Am Sno-
Travellers grass drags and water crossings in Epping, 
NH. Competitors raced on a 500 foot grass track, 
or competed for the slowest time crossing a pond. 
Winners received a percentage of the entry fees. 
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Work on n~w cow barns, ·intended to replace these old ·buildings on Mast Road, has run into 
delays. (San1ay Jain) 
Whole milk might ,reappear 
By Francoise von Trapp pump cigarette smoke into the. However, according to Laura 
Good news may be in sight dining halls." Bates, chairperson of the Re-
for whole-milk drinkers. Lock said it was the normal sidential Life Council, the final 
Sunday night, the . Student practice to involve students in decision was still up to Dining 
Senate passed a resolution re- nutritional decisions, but in this Services. 
questing the return of whole case the scientific evidence was "If he (Haaland) approves 
milk to the dining halls. The so strong, Dining Services made it, things will be looking better," 
request was made because the the decision without student Bates said. Dining Services still 
Senate· thinks students should input. has a contract for lowfat milk, 
be able to decide for themselves Ethier said she wrote a letter she added. 
what milk they want, said Stu- to President Goron Haaland Lock said she knew nothing 
dent Body President Deanne about passing the resolution. about a Senate bill she said. "It Ethier. She said now all they can do is is my intention to keep things 
Ingebor,g Lock. director of wait to see what happens. as they are." 
Dining Service, said whole milk T • A h • 
was removed because of studies rans1t ut or1ty which proved the American diet 
is heavy in cholesterol. •
11 
h 
fo;::i~~ f~i~h~e~i~i~g0~.W.~ WI run S uttle 
students can get a much as they . 
want of anything. "I don't feel . By W. Glenn Stevens 
as though we are doing the right A Campus Transit Authority 
thing for the kids by having (CTA) has been established by 
whole milk." the Student Senate. 
The studies were reviewed Previously there has been 
by a committee over the onlyonepersoninchargeofthe 
summer, and Dining Services new shuttle system and the 
decided to stop serving whole workload was too great, accord-
milk, and replaced it with two ing to Student Body Vice Pres-
percent milk, said Lock. ident Jeff Foy. "The main pur-
"lt's an emotional thing that pose in forming this council is 
people aren't being realistic to take the workload off of one 
about," Lock said ... I would feel person," he said. 
the same if people asked me to Foy will act as liason officer 
A new machine dispensing soda in cups instead of cans isn't 
causing many smiles in Thompson Hall. (Sanjay Jain photo) 
for the seven member council. 
"The CT A's purpose is to look 
at the shuttle system and see 
how it can be improved," said 
Foy. 
"Some people want instant 
·change in shuttle routes," said 
Foy, adding that there's always 
"a lag time" when it comes to 
changing or adding new shuttle 
or Kari-Van routes. 
"Two weeks ago I asked Ray 
Roy (Kari-Van supervisor) if 
we could have a Kari-Van stop 
on Young Drive. Today it's 




By Francoise von Trapp 
The open container law is 
'tightening, the parking problem 
is not solved, and UNH Dining 
Services has taken away whole 
milk. What next? The admin-
istration has taken away soda 
in cans at Thompson Hall, and 
people are infuriated. However, 
they are not giving in to this 
treatment without a fight. 
Last week, the new cup-
dispensing machine was plas-
tered with hate mail. "This 
machine is being boycotted; 
please do not buy soda from it. 
Any ·help you can give by not 
buying from this machine will 
be greatly appreciated," one· 
note politely stated. "Who 
wants this slop! Bring back the 
cans," said another not so 
CANS, page 10 
Barn construction 
has been delayed 
By Andrea Holbrook 
In May of 1984 the Depart-
ment of Life Science and Agri-
culture was allocated $800,000 
to build a new dairy barn and 
research complex by the Uni-
versity System of New Hamp-
shire Board of Trustees. The 
complex is still on the drawing 
board. 
Dr. Charles Schwab, associate 
professor of Animal Sciences, 
and overseer of the project, said 
the new construction is being 
done to modernize and update 
the present facilities which were 
built in the late 1930's. 
Funding is coming from the 
Capital Campaign for Distinc-
tion, a foundation established 
several years ago for new con-
struction, renovation, and im-
provement of the University, 
said Schwab. 
Schwab said the blue-
and construction specifications 
have been completed and an-
ticipates that bids will go out 
at the end of October. He said 
he hopes the department will 
accept a bid by the end of 
November or early December. 
Schwab said they had pla~ned 
on breaking ground this fall and 
have the project completed by 
spring. It now looks like the 
ground will be broken in spring. 
One reason for the delay was 
the involvement of the three 
parties in the design stage, 
Schwab said, the Department 
of Animal Sciences, Facilities 
Planning, and an outside con-
sulting firm. 
"An awful lot of thought has 
gone into developing a facility 
that allows us to conduct re-
search and that can be used in 
The shuttle bus is designed to carry students from parking 
lots to locations around campus. (Sanjay J~in photo) 
I 
Student involved 
in cycle accident 
By Leonard E. Dodge 
Main Street was partly 
blocked off by fire trucks and 
police following a collision 
between a white car and a 
motorcycle Sunday evening. 
Durham Po-lice Officer Pat 
Whitten rushed to the scene of 
the accident a few minutes after 
the collision. The .motorcycle, 
driven by William B. Randall, 
23, of Dover, NH, and the white 
vehicle, driven by Russell Tuttle, 
40, of Northwood, NH, appar-
ently collided after Randall 
pulled out from the side of the 
walkway and the car rammed 
into the motorcycle from be-
hind, according to Police. 
Randall was taken to Hood 
House by ambulance, but he was 
not seriously injured, according 
to Andrew Kruse, a friend and 
witness of Randall. A Hood 
House official, Nurse Dorothy 
Steere, 3-11 pm supervisor, 
refused comment on the acci-
dent, citing it is Hood House 
policy not to release information 
regarding patients. 
Randall suffered from some 
bruises and complained of a back 
pain," said Sanjay Jain, a friend 
of Randall's. 
Kruse himself avoided injury 
when Randall dropped Kruse 
off near the sidewalk seconds 
before the accident and then 
proceded to leave the curb. 
Kruse said he heard a piercing 
screeching sound as Tuttle 
braked to avoid the motorcycle. 
The screeching lasted for 3-4 
seconds, Kruse said, which 
caused pedestrians to look in 
the direction of the accident. 
Randall fell off the motor-
cycle and bounced off the front 
of the car, said Kruse. Randall 
got right up and approached the 
ca.r ~nCi asked Tuttle · u 1.ile -was 
unm1ured, said Kruse. 
Mrs. Tuttle, a passenger in 
the white vehicle, got very 
exicited when questioned about 
the matter and refused com-
ment. Mr. Tuttle said, 'T d like 
to forget the whole matter and 
it (the accident) was a bad 
happening." However, when 
questioned about any claim of 
fault or details) Tuttle adamantly 
refused comment. 
According to Kruse, Randall 
drove out into the street from 
ACCIDENT, page 8 
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· Task Tip of the Day 
Studying in blocks of one hour is recommended: 
Greeks give at _blood drive 
Use 50 minutes for study and 10 minutes for break. 
•NH EQUESTRIAN CENTER 
• One ohhe largest indoor rings in New England 
• 140 Acres 
• Boarding 
• Trail Rides 
• Training 
•·GREEN ACRES RIDING ACADEMY 
• Group or Private le$ons 
• Skilled Instruction 
• School Horses 
• Beginner to Advanced 
Fresher-Drew Rd., Dover, NH 
603-742-3377 
• Shows held and attended 
By John Hurney 
Fraternities foster abusive, 
anti-humanitarian attitudes ac-
cording to Professor Andrew 
Merton, but Jarry Stearns has 
a different opinion. 
Mrs. Stearns, the director of 
UNH's Red Cross Blood Drive, 
said she is very proud of UNH 
and its Greek System. She stated 
that year after year the frater-
nities and sororities give a great 
deal of support to the Red 
Cross's Blood Drive. 
Stearns estimated the Greek 
System, on average, donates 
between 250-300 pints of the 
overall 1000 pints of blood 
collected during the average 
blood drive. This means about 
30% of the donors belong to the 
Greek System, be it a fraternity, 
sorority, or a little sister pro-
gram. 
25 copies * 25 envelopes *. 25 extra sheets of paper 
(Changes easily_ made with our 30 day memory storage.) 
. Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5 :30 
•Quality 
About 20% of all UNH stu-
dents belong to the Greek 
System. 
RaeAnn Hoyt, a UNH alum-
nus, class of '84, who assists 
Jarry Stearns each year in the 
blood drive, stated that 300 pints 
is a large number considering 
that the Manchester area blood 
center needs about 3 50 pints a 
day to meet its needs. 
The Greek System also con-
tributes a great deal in actual 
work needed to run the blood 
drive. "More Greeks help with 
the work than do give, but that 
is true for all the different 
groups on campus that help," 
said Stearns. 
Alpha Gamma Rho is one of 
the blood drives hardest 
workers. Last April their broth-
erhood participated 100%. Phi 
Kappa Theta Fraternity gives 
the most pints of blood year 
after year. 
Each fraterni~y and sorority 
makes a big effort to help with 
one certain aspect of the blood 
drive. Sigma Nu Fraternity is 
depended on for setting up the 
equipment on the first day as 
well as sending down one of 
their brothers dressed up as the 
UNH Wildcat to entertain the 
donors. Acacia (AKAK) Fra-
ternity is always there at the end 
of the blood drive to clean up 
on Friday. 
Phi K'1ppa Theta Fraternity 
mans the check-out booth for 
the entire week. 
Theta Chi Fraternity is 
known for having its entire 
brotherhood choose one day and 
work at all the different aspects 
of the blood drive. 
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity, 
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity, 
Delta Zeta Sorority, and Phi Mu 
Sorority are known for having 
brothers and sister work at 
different times during the 
course of the week. 
Mrs. Stearns expressed how 
happy she was with the turn out 
the brothers of Delta Chi made 
last semester during their first 
semester as a colony on the 
UNHcampus. 
Mrs. Stearns said she doesn't 
want to down play the work of 
all the other fraternities or 
BLOOD, page 10 
CUSTOM T-SH~RT PRINTING 
3131 Lafayette Road 
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 
Businesses, dubs, organizations 
Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts 
Many styles available 
No order too si:nall 
N.H. PRINTWORKS 
PETER C. GREIDER 
603-431-8319 
University of New Hampshi.re 
Division of Student Affairs 
Collegiate Products, Inc. 
Student Pulse Program 
I~ PAID 
' 1mrrrm1'1NTERNsH1~1 ll 
Student PULSE Program 1s looking for a 




-Interested in student concerns 
-Has ability to motivate student volµnteers 
For more information please contact Brenda in the Student 
Affairs Office, Huddleston Hall, or call 862-2053. 
Refrigerator Rental 
Delivery Sche«ule 
Final two days to order and 
_pick up your unit 
Sat., Sept. 21 
Sun., Sept 22 
Time 12-4 p.m. 
Location: Center of Quad 
Look for the U-Haul or 
Ryder Rental Truck 
. Thank you, 





By Sherri L. White 
Students are responding pos-
itively to the new honors pro-
gram being offered to freshmen 
and sophomores this year. 
The program is designed to 
provide a challe~ge to those 
students who are striving for 
achievement and.are capable of 
rising to meet the expectations 
of the program. 
Admission in to the program 
for freshmen is based on SAT 
scores, class rank, and the high 
school course of study according 
to David Crouse, who is on the 
Admissions Committee for the 
Honors Program. For sopho-
mores the criteria is mainly a 
3.2 grade point average. For the 
most part, students eligible for 
the program are invited to join 
by the head of the program, Dr. 
Robert Menne!, said Crouse. 
Because the program is new, 
it was only open to freshmen 
and sophomores this year. The 
total number of students in the 
program is about 250 and the 
majority are within the colleges 
HONORS, page 18 
Robert Mennell 
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why wait a week or two? 
CA LEI DAR 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 
FINE ARTS PRINT SALE: Sponsored by: Office of Student 
Activities. East/West Lounge, Memorial Union, 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. 
BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Films: "The Odyssey: 
The Central Themes" and "The Odyssey: The Return of 
Odysseus." Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. to 12:30 
p.m. 
TENNIS: Men vs. Bentley, 3 p.m. 
SOCCER: Women vs. Harvard, 3:30 p.m. 
SPANISH FILM SERIES: "El Norte." Room 303, James, 
4 p.m. $1 admission. 
FACULTY RECITAL: Peggy Vagts, Flure, Roy Mann, viola; 
Christopher Verrette, violin. InCludes works by Beethoven, 
Bach, Ferroud, ·and Copland. This recital is dedicated to Dr. 
Carrol Mclaughlin (1924-1984), esteemed teacher and friend. 
Johnson· Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Free, open to the public. 
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 25 
BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. 
SOCCER: Men vs. Keene State, 3 p.m 
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 26 
BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. 
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES: Film, "Augustus 
Saint-Gaudens: An American Original." About the prominent 
nineteenth century: sculptor whose work is incluaed in the 
Galleries current exhibition. Art Galleries, noon. 
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: Lynette McGrath, 
"Life is What Happes When You're Planning_Something 
Else." Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 12:30 
to 2 p.m. 
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: "Jay Goldspinner 
Spins Stories of.Strong Women." Forum lloom, Library, 
4p.m. , 
MUSO FILM: "Cousin, Cousine." Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Students $1, Non-students $2. 
MUB PUB: MUSO presents Now Sound Express, MUB PUB, 
8p.m. 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27 
BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. 
MUB PUB: MUSO presents Electric'Caves, MUB PUB, 8 
p.m. 
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: The Column in America: 
The History of a Metaphor. David Andrew, Department 
of the Arts. What happened when the architectural column 
made the transit to American Shores? Berkshire Room, New 
England Center, 8 p.m. 
Young's Restaurant 
48 Main St. 
Durham, NH 
868-2688 
.. Breakfast Special 
Apple Cinnamon Pancakes 





Monte Cristo: Steaming hot ham, 
turkey and swiss cheese 
wrnpped in Texas French Toast 
$2.50 
Dinner Special -
Fried Haddock Dinner 
with mashed potato, tossed salad 
.t3.60 
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ACADEMIC 
1986 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS: Three-year grad-
. uate fellowship~ in science and engineering fields 
offered by the National Science Foundation. Open 
to persons who are at or near the beginning of 
their graduate study. A special program for minority 
students is also available. Applicants must be US 
citizens or nationals. Fellowships are awarded for 
study or work leading to master's or doctoral degrees 
in the mathematical, physical, biological, engi-
neering and social sciences, and in the history and 
philosophy science. Applicants must not have 
completed, by the beginning of the Fall -1985 term, 
more than 20 semester hours, 30 quarter hours,. 
or equivalent, of study in the science and engineering 
fields listed above following completion of their 
first baccalaureate degree in science or engineering, 
or its equivalent. No individual will be eligible 
who, at the time of application, has earned an 
advanced degree in science or engineering. Ap-
plication deadline is November 15, 1985. Contact 
Mary Ellen Wright, Research Administration at 
862-2000 or Graduate School Office at 862-2214. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
UNH COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Open to all 
interested student-;. faculty and community 
members. We are dedicated to education and action 
on the pressing situation in Central America. 
Tuesday, September 24, Room 215, Horton Social 
Science, 7 p.m. 
CAMPUS GAY ALLIANCE NEW MEMBERS 
MEETING/SOCIAL: Please bring pot luck refresh-
ments. Informal and informational. All members 
past and future are encouraged to attend. Tuesday, 
September 24, Philip Hale Room, Paul Arts, 7:30 
p.m. 
UNH INTERNATIONALS MEETING: Come to 
increase your awareness of international affairs 
and plan events for the coming year. Wednesday, 
September 25, Room 141 Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m. 
All are welcome. 
UNH JUGGLING CLUB: Recreational juggling 
for all interested. Wednesdays, Memorial Union, 
7 to 11 p.m. 
MUSLIM STUDENTS' ORGANIZATION FRI-
DAY PRAYER: Non Muslims also welcome to 
join lecture and observe prayers. Fridays, Carroll 
Room; Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m. 
NH OUTING CLUB WHITEWATER CANOE 
TRIP: Join the dub for a weekend of canoeing on 
the Androscoggin River, September 27-29. For 
more information, Room 129, Memorial Union, 
NHOC Office. 
MORTAR BOARD MEETING: Mandatory. Mo~­
day, September 30, meet at the Information Desk, 
Memorial Union, 7 p.m. Call Dave, 868-5928 for 
more information. 
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM PLANNING 
MEETING: Open for all those interested in 
planning and presenting the Women's History 
Program in March 1986. Friday, October 4, Senate 
Room, Memorial Union, 2 to 4 p.m. 
NH OUTING CLUB ROPES COURSE - HIKING 
TRIP: Spend Friday night in a Yurt, Saturday on 
ropes course and Sunday hiking, October 5 & 6. 
Sign up at NHOC Office, Room 129, Memorial 
Union. 
SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB & TEAM TRAIN-
ING (JKA): Sponsored by UNH Shotokan Karate 
Club and Department of Recreation Sports. Monday 
& Wednesday 6 to 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday 
6:30 to 7:30 a.m.; Saturday 10 to 11 a.m. , stage, 
~ew Hamp~hire Ha.11. Tr.aining daily for anyone 
interested, mstrucuon given beginner through 
advanced, call 862-2031 for more information. 
CAREER 
INTERNATIONAL CAREERS FORUM: The 
Office of Career Planning and Placement, Room 
203, Huddleston, has information and student 
registration forms on this forum to be held in Boston 
on October 19. 
,-
HEALTH 
WHY STUDENTS DRINK: Sponsored by Health 
Education Center. Discussion of ~ttitudes reg~rding 
use of alcohol and consequences and alternatives . 
Tuesday, September 24, Hunter, 8:30 p.m. 
ALCOHOLIC ANONYMOUS - OPEN DISCUS-
SION: Wednesdays, Wolff, noon. 
HEALTH SERVICES DAY: Sponsored by Health 
Services Consumer Board. Personnel from Health 
Services will be available to answer questions and 
provide information about what services are 
. available. Thursday, September 26, Balcony; 
Memorial Union, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS - SUP-
PORT GROUP: Beginning Thursday, September 
26, Underwood House, 7 p.m. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed 
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 o~ 
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are 
held ·in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated. 
LARGE SYSTEMS SEMINAR SERIES: Focus on 
software for the UNH mainframe and supermini 
computers: the DEClOs, V AXs and PRIMEs. Prior 
knowledge of computing or programming languages 
usually is assumed. Making The Transition From 
SPSS to SPSSX is the topic for the 9/27 seminar. 
For those with experience using SPSS on the DECl 0 
or Prime or other system and want to start using 
SPSSX on the VAX, DEClO or PRIME. Most of 
the discussion will be ori what is new in SPSSX 
itself. There will be minimal discussion of the 
operating system environment and that is mostly 
VMS. Friday, September 27 from 2 to 4 p.m. 
WORDST AR (MICROS) - 1, 2: An int~oduction 
to WordStar, a word processing program available 
for many microcomputers. Video editing, formatting 
and printing are . discussed. Prerequisite: familiarity 
with your particular microcomputer. Monday, 
September 30 and Wednesday, October 2 from 9:30 
a.m. to noon. Fee is $6. 
WORDPERFECT (MICROS) - 1, 2: An introduc-
tion to WordPerfect, a word processing program 
available for many microcomputers. WordPerfect 
is comparable to WordStar in many ways, but users 
generally find WordPerfect easier to learn than 
WordStar. Video editing, formatting and printing 
are discussed. Prerequisite: familiarity with your 
particular microcomputer. Monday, September 
30 and Wednesday, October 2 from 2 to 4 p.m. Fee 
is $6. 
GENERAL 
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS PROGRAM 
BAG LUNCH: Bring a lunch and get to know other 
non-traditional students. Wednesdays, Underwood 
_ House, 17 Rosemary L~ne, noon to 2 p.m. 
STUDENT BABYSITTING: Sponsored by Com-
muter/Transfer Center. The Commuter/Transfer 
Center maintains a list of students who want to 
babysit in their free time. If you are in need of a 
babysitter or want .to babysit, stop by or call the 
Center, Room 136, Memorial Union, 862-3612, 
Monday-Thursday, 8 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. and Friday, 
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
TAVOLA ITALIANA: Sponsored by Department 
of French/Italian. Practice conversation skills . 
Bring lunch. Coffee available. Wednesdays, Room 
102, Murkland, noon. 
GERONTOLOGY RESOURCE COMMITTEE: 
Gerontology program at Boston University. Guest 
speaker, Robert Hedson, Ph.D., Director Geron-
tology Department, B.U. Thursday, September 
26, Room 26, Murkland, 12:30 to 2 p.m. 
------HAALAND------
(continued from page 2) 
tribute to the arts, education, 
business, science and technology 
in New Hampshire, Haaland 
said. Haaland said a partnership 
implies a reciprocal relationship 
with both parts giving and both 
parts receiving, and that UNH 
is a worthwhile investment for 
New Hampshire. 
The most dramatic result of 
the partnership is the U niver-
s i ty of New Hampshire at 
Manchester, now a college of 
UNH, said Haaland. This com-
muter school, formerly Merri-
mack Valley College, can meet 
some of the needs of Manches-
ter, the state's largest city, and 
the Merrimack Valley, NHis 
most populous area, he saici. 
"I believe UNH/Manchester 
represents real opportunity for 
UNH education," Haaland said. 
"It is time to shape our vision, 
to develop the actions which 
support these strategies and 
begin to acquire the resources 
·necessary to make UNH the 
best small public ul\iversity," 
Haaland stated. "I would ask 
each student to begin thinking 
of ways in which they can 
participate in this effort. This 
is the year for action." 
--....------STVN--------
(continued from page 1) 
•"Topics," directed by Den-
nis McCarthy, is a show that is 
changing its format this year, 
according to Castle. "h's a one-
o n-o ne question and answer 
format that will cover more 
interesting·topics this year, such 
as the Shuttle System and wheth-
er or hot it's working," he said. 
STVN will also televise all 
UNH home football games. 
These productions are new this 
fall and can be seen at Nick's 
or in the MUB Pub before 
"Monday Night Football.'; 
In addition, the Network will 
air lectures and several inter-
views, one of which will be with 
Governor Sununu: 
Most of the programs are 
shown in the Sea Coast Lounge 
in the MUB. Castle said the 
shows are not televised around 
the major interest times of 1-
4 p.m. (This time slot is reserved 
for s9ap operas.) 
"We' re here for the students 
_and we don't want to cut into 
their shows of other interest," 
savs Castle. 
STVN has expanded its au-
dience to Exeter, NH where 
their show can be seen on Cable 
Vision on Monday nights at 7 
p.m. This is one of their largest 
audiences according to Castle. 
The Network is also consid-
ering expansi9n to the dorms 
where they would show 2 hours 
of programming and one major 
film in the lounges from a VCR. 
"This proposal is still in the 
planning stages," says Castle. 
"Because this is one of the 
fast~st growing student organ-
1zat10ns on campus, we need 
inore space!" Castle said. 
Meanwhile, STVN is still 
located on the ground floor of 
the MUB where they will be 
holding a meeting this Wednes-
day _at 8 o'clock for anyone who 
is interested in learning about 
television production. Says Cas-





Study around the w9rld, visiting Japan, Korea, 
18.iwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt, 
Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyages 
sail in February and Septembe.r · offering 12-15 
transferable hours of credit from more than 60 voyage-
related courses. 
The S.S. UNIVERSE is an American-built ocean 
liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea admits 
students without regard to color, race or creed. 
For detai~s call toll-free (800) 854-0195 
or write: 
Semester at Sea 
Institute for Shipboard Education 
University of Pittsburgh, 2E Fbrbes Quadrangle 
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 
Applications are still being accepted 
for the Fall '85 and Spring '86 
semesters. 
••·.t ,, 
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New group urges divestment 
By Daniel Graves 
The South African white 
minority has no intention of 
relinquishing its power, accord-
ing to Rick Kohn, founder of 
a new UNH anti-apartheid 
studel)t group. 
The People for a Free South 
Africa, the name of the n·ew 
group, will put pressure on the 
University to cease business 
with companies dealing with 
South Africa, Kohn said. 
Currently UNH continues to 
hold investments in 18 Amer-
ican firms that do business in 
South Africa. The Board of 
Trustees has employeed the 
Arthur D. ·Little Corporation 
and the Washington based In-
vestor Responsibility Research 
Center to monitor these corpo-
rations' compliance with the 
Sullivan Principles. 
ulation of the country, Kohn 
said 
IBM, a company which has 
had dealings with UNH, also 
does business with South Africa, 
Kohn said. Without computer 
equipment to help keep tabs on 
the country's protesters, the 
South African security forces' 
task would have been a "night-
mare," he added. 
The way the group intends 
to put pressure on the U niver-
sity has not yet been decided, 
Kohn said. But asking the 
University to cease all dealings 
with companies connected· wfrll 
South Atrica is "Not unreaso-
nable," Kohn said, adding that 
the Universities of Michigan 
and ' Wisconsii11 have imple-
mented a similar e'!lbargo. 
about change and too little has 
changed," Kohn said. As the 
blacks become angrier, the 
whites get more stubborn, he 
added. 
Leaders like Nelson Mandela 
say a violent and complete .., 
overthrow of the government 
is the only answer, Kohn said. 
Even the "least radical" lead-
ers like Bishop Desmond Tutu 
see violence as inevitable, Kohn 
said, quoting an interview with 
Tutu in Newsweek magazine. 
Each day, "men of talk" 
become less hopeful while "men 
of action" become more violent, 
Kohn said. 
Although Durham is far away "The whites in South Africa 
from South Africa, there is have no intention what-so-ever 
Kohn said that his group 
would put pressure on the 
University administration to 
pick companies not dealing with 
South Africa, but he added that 
The People for a Free South 
Africa does not condone vio-
lence. 
plenty that people can do to help f h · the oppressed non-white pop- of relinquishing any P t etr 
power; they have talked too lQng 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • : • _Get .a Head Start on Your Research Paper : • • • • at TASk's Three-Part Minicourse • • •• • • • Part 1 - "Defining a Topic & Developing a Thesis Statement" • 
: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19 : 
: 12:30 - 2:00 Part 2 - "Accessing Information in the Library" : 
: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26 : 
: Part 3 - ."Organizing and Writing" 12:30 .• 2:00 : 
: THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3 : 
·: 12:30 - 2:00 All Workshops held at Dimond Library .• 
Forum Room, Floor C 
: For more information call TASk, 862-3698 : 
·····················~··············~································· 
• All Series 10 c:a.Iculators 20% OFF. • 
Offer ends Sept 27th 19&i;, 
,. .-~·· .. · 
( · . . · ········· · ·.~ 
Maine's #J Hewlett-.Packard 
Personal Computer Dealer r, .. HEWLETT 
a!/!a PACKARD 
28 U.S. Route One 
Yannouth, ME 04096 
(207) 84(>-514a • (800> a22-nooa~1c. 
Free. 
Get HP's new $49* 
software module 
when you buy an 
HP-41. 
A deal that has no equal, for a 
calculator that has no equal. 
The HP-41 Advantage holds the 
most popular engineering, math 
and financial programs ever 
written for the HP-41. Plus: 
• 12K bytes of ROM 
•user-accessible subroutines 
• it's menu criven 
Just what it takes to help 
make the grade in every-
thing from Linear Algebra 
to Physics to Electrical 
Engineering Fundamen-
tals to Statics and 
Dynamics. 
Get the calculator engi-
neers prefer. And get 
the HP-41 Advantage at 
the price you prefer. 
Free. 
Offer ends 11-15-85. 
·•Suggested U.S. list pnce. • 




Let us· do the Cooking 





Chicke'n Vegetable Soup 
Carrot Cake 
Wednesday, September 25 
Broccoli and Cheese Potatoes 








Peas and Onions 
Cream of Spinach Soup 
Apple Crisp 
Friday, September 27 
Oriental Stir Fry 
Chicken T eriyaki 
Egg Fried Rice 
Peppers & Onions 
Mandarin Soup 
Monday, September 30 
Pesto 
Spanish Chicken 
Corn on the Cobb 




Have a hearty appetite? 
Enjoy a Big Breakfast; 
3 eggs, homefries, 
bacon, sausage, and toast 
2.75 
PISTACHIO'S 
Can any other place 
please your palate like Pistachio's? 
Come enjoy 
•free jimmies• 
•free crunch• free atmosphere• 
Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-11 p.m. 
Weekends Noon-1" 1 p.m. 
MUB NIGHT GRILL 
NOW 
Nachos at the Night Grill!! 
75¢ 








Now Sound Express 
Electric Caves 
Pink Panther Night 
CA T'S CLOSET 
C'MON IN! THE PRICE IS FINE. SAY -
HAVE YOU SEEN OUR LA TEST KEY HOLDERS? 
AND---WATCH FOR BIG HAPPENINGS 
IN OUR COFFEE SERVICE' 
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----------------------------SENATE--------------------~------
fraternities and sororities. The 
IFC handles all the rushs and 
judicial affairs. 
According to Davis, before 
the Greek Senate was created 
"it (the system) was chaos." 
"All thats left for the Greek 
Senate is to put on activities," 
IFC Vice President Jeff Foy said. 




Full Size Low outlet price 
139.88 
Also: lc~mps, pictures, bookcases, den furniture, 
computer furniture, desks, bentwood rockers 
• 
~-lame Furniture Outlet 
economll' (, OMNt·SOO SlftUU>ING ntPIL ·~ f'OllSMount, N.H. 
(Also entrance from Woodbury Ave. apposite M!>rshall's Mall) 
Tel. (603) 431-3242 
. 
(continued from page 1) 
to Greek Senate officials about Sin, a yearly fund raiser, and the 
just dissolving the organization. Greek Picnic. 
"(Dissolving the Greek Se- "If we dissolve the Greek 
nate) would create a lack of Senate, we wouldn't 'know the 
communication within the sys- school's position on issues and 
tern," said Greg Nolan, senator they wouldn't know ours," said 
from Sigma Beta. Fritz Habenicht, Vice President 
Nolan said the senate was of Tau Kappa Alpha. 
responsible for functions that Greek Senate Vice President 
incorportated both the frater- Ken Eagleson said a restructur-
nities and sororities. Included ing of the Greek Senate is a more 
in these is the Greek Night of viable alternative to just dis-
r:=:a:~=:e7::;• u •• ..... i 
i i 
i i • • • • i ·:. . • 
i Cinnamon Raisin • · Onion • Rye • Sall • Pumpernickel i 
: Sesame • Plain • Poppy • Whole Wheat • Egg • OatmeCJI • Garlic + 
i o"ur only competition is frozen! i 
·• 
Great sandwiches, soups, quiche 
& desserts 
19 Market St/Commercial Alley 
Portsmouth 431-5853 
Mon-Fri 8 am-5:30 pm 
Sat 8 am-5 pm 
Sun 8 am-3 pm Durham Shopping Center i 
Durham 868-1424. i 
Mon-Fri 7 am-7 pm t 
Sat 7 am-6 pm • 
Sun 8 am-7 pm i 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
solving it. 
Rich Mazzocca, Greek Senate 
President, was not available for 
comment. 
"I wouldn't want to see Greek 
Senate fizzle out," said Eagleson, 
adding "there is a lack of com-
munication (within the present 
structure,." 
Eagleson said he and his 
fellow Greek Senators have not 
begun an overhaul of their 
organization but added, "a res-
tructure is in the works." 
-SHUTTLE-
<continued from page 3) 
stopping there," said Foy. 
Foy said that the CT A will 
have nothing to do with Kari-
Van policy but added Kari-Van 
officials are "very willing" to 
change routes. 
Ken Bartlett, Student Senator 
and CT A member said, "I think 
the CT A will be an effective way 
to manage all of the related 
shuttle services." 
-ACCIDENT-
(continued from page 3) 
the curb and drove to the center 
of the road, when Tuttle hit him 
(Randall) from behind. There 
was an oil spill from the fallen 
motorcycle which the Durham 
Fire Department hosed off the 
street. 
The accident is still under 
investigation by the Durham 
Police Department, 'and the 
matter is under consideration 





A SCHOLASTIC FOUNDATION 
A SOCIAL PROGRAM 





Tuesday Sept. 24th and Thursday Sept. 26th 
B TO 10 p.m. 
-BARNS-
(continued from page 3) 
our taching program and in our 
outreach efforts without really 
compromising the ability in 
which we do any one of the 
three," said Schwab. 
Schwab said fitting these 
criteria and trying to maximize 
every dollar has made the job 
difficult. 
Schwab said the present cow 
and heifer facility on Mast Road 
were not designed for research 
purposes and are not state of 
the art. It is for this reason the 
new fadlity is being_built. 
Currently, Ritzman Nutrition 
Laboratory and the adjacent 
barns, located on Colovos Road, 
are used for research. The Main 
Dairy· Herd buildings, located 
on Mast Road, are used for 
teaching purposes. Some re-
search is done at the Main barns, 
but it is limited because they 
were never built for research 
purposes, said Schwab. 
Schwab said there is not 
enough money at this time to 
renovate Ritzman Laboratory, 
but the two story structure at 
the Main barns will be renovat-
ed for use as student rooms. "It 
will make a good dormitory for 
students who work out there," 
Schwab said. Renovating the 
building would preserve a build-
ing with "dairy character" said 
Sdiwab. 
The new research complex 
is being designed for approx-
imately 120 mature milking age 
cows, the present facility houses 
95. It will be complete with a 
free stall barn (essentially the 
cows are loose indqors), a milk-
ing parlor, and a treatment and 
capture area, according to Head 
Herdsman Douglas McDonald. 
Schwab said there would also 
be a small arena for judging 
classes and clinics for the stu-
dents and public. As well as the 
new milking parlor, there would 
be a new utility room, rest 
rooms, shower facilities, and 
office and lab space. 
The new complex would be 
on Route 4 between the road 
and the old barns. A new heifer 
facility has been designed which 
would be built north of the 
present hay barn. 
Schwab said. at some point a 
new heifer facility will have to 
be built but if there is not 
enough money to build .at the 
same time, the heifers will be 
kept in the present Main herd 
buildings. 
Schwab said they have tried 
to keep the new fa~ility design 
as flexible as possible in terms 
of research. He said that dairy 
farmers today don't build "mon-
uments" like the Main barns. 
Buildings often become outdat-
ed within twenty years because 
of technological advances, he 
added. 
Some research possibilities 
for the new complex are studies 
in dairy nutrition, reproductive 
physiology, and dairy manage-
ment. 
The new complex will have 
a computerized feeding system 
within the free stall facility. 
Schwab said each animal will 
have its own key, a coded tag 
worn around the neck, and 
electric door. The electric doors 
are mounted in a 'tombstone' 
fence. The ·cow must have the 
right key to open the door. Once 
the door is opened the computer 
releases a pre-set amount of 
feed. This allows each animal 
to be fed individually. 
}." ' .' _ ·, -~ t. t l 'I .. t 
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Lots of local produce 
Breads & Cook_ies 







Open Daily 9 a.m. - 7 p.m. 742-8495 Call us! 
HAY RIDES 
2 miles east of downtown Durham on Rt. 4, right across from the "Wagon on the Hill." 
The llatio~ Security .Agency's 
Profeuional Qualification Test. 
NSA's Professional Qualification Test (PQT) could 
be the most irr..portant test you ever take. Ultimate-
ly, it could qualify you for an exciting, challenging 
career with the National Security Agency. 
NBA is responsible for analyzing foreign com-
munications, safeguarding our government's vital 
cqmmunica.tions and securing government computer 
systems. This unique three-fold mission keeps NSA 
on the cutting edge of technology and makes its 
work Unportant enough to be a matter of national 
security. 
Intrigued? Then take the PQT. It's an aptitude 
test for a broad range of career fields at NSA. If you 
qualify, you'll be contacted by an NSA represen-
tative to schedule an interview. At that time, we'll 
tell you about some of the exciting roles you could 
play in de.ta systems, language, information science, 
communications and management. 
So what are you waiting for? Pick up a PQT 
bulletin at your placement office, or write directly to 
NSA for a copy. The four hour test is given Saturday, 
October 26, 1985. There's no registration fee, but 
your registration form must be received no later 
than October 11. 
If you're a graduate with a Bachelors or Masters 
degree in Electronic Engineering, Computer Science 
or a Slavic, Near-Ea.stern or Asian language", you 
don't have to take the test. T.o schedule an interview 
with NSA, just contact your placement office. 
Ta:king the PQT could be the most intelligent thing 
you do. 
Register by October 11 to take NSA's 
Professional Qualification Test. 
ATTN: M322(N) 
Fol't Meade, Mn ao?'ee-eooo 
t1 .s. 01t1zenahip required. · 
An •'lu..1 ~untty 1mp1oy0Jt. 
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---------CANS--------
- CARE SHOW THEM YOU CARE CARE -
5.-------------------------------------0 
~ THE GOODIES PACKAGE ~ 
w w x x 
... ----Package #1---- ... 
31: "Say It With A Cake" - (We print anything on a 31: 
0 deliciou~ chocolate cake with chocolate icing.) $9.00 0 x x 












"Complete Goodie Package" (Includes a reusable w 
basket filled with apples, oranges, nuts, cheese & a: 
crackers, a Granola bar and your choice of People ~ 
Magazine or Sports Illustrated.) $7.50 ::::> 
----Package #3---- ~ 
"Chock Full Of Chips" (Chocolate chip cookis at :;: 
$2/dozen. Minimum order: 3 dozen) ~ 
Deliveries made to anywhere on campus. Call the Goodies 





SHOW THEM YOU CARE SHOW THEM YOU CARE 
politely. Another simply said, 
"Out of Order." 
Pat Bechard, on staff in. the 
Registrar's Office claims re-: 
(continu~dJrom page 3) 
spo-nsibilty for the notes . She 
said she and other staff 
members were angry because 
they were not consulted on the 
LENOX SHOP 
Looking For Extra Money? 
The leader in fine china and crystal is now hiring 
part-time sales associates to work weekends. We seek 
people who are outgoing, friendly, attentive to detail, 
and willing to work hard. Experience in retail is a plus! 
We offer higher starting wages. If you are interested 
in joining our team in a fast-paced retail environment, 
Please stop by between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m . 
LENOX SHOP 
Tidewater Mall 
Costal Rte. 1 
Kittery, Maine 
What you need to tackle to perform complex calcula- the TI-55-11 even simpler, 
and shows you how to use all 
the power of the calculator. · 
© 1985 Tl 
the higher mathematics of a 
science or engineering cur-
riculum are more functions -
more functions than a simple 
slide-rule calculator has. 
Enter the TI-55-11, with 
112 powerful functions. You 
can work faster and more 
accurately with the TI-55-11, 
because it's preprogrammed 
. tions - like definite integrals, 
linear. regression and hyper-
bolics - at the touch of a 
button. And it can also be 
programmed to do repetitive 
problems without re-entering 
the entire formula. 
Included is the Calculator 
Decision-Making Sourcebook. 
It makes the process of using 
Get to the answers faster. 
Let a TI-55-11 ..lis 
show you how. ~ 
TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
Creating useful products 
and services~ r ou. 
change, and most of them don't 
want it. 
"The soda is flat and the cups 
are chintzy," Bechard said. 
Linda Dame, who· also works 
in Thompson Hall said the new 
machine was "a real mess." She 
said soda was spilled on the 
stairs and the cups tipped easier, 
despite the covers and straws 
that are provided. 
Jim Johnson, sales · represen-
tative for Occasions Vending 
Co. argued that cans spill just 
as easily. The.machine change 
was made to keep prices down 
if the bottle bill passes. He said 
the price of cans would rise to 
.60 .or .65 cent:s whereas 12 
ounce cups only cost .40 cents. 
Friday the soda was free to 
get people to use the machine. 
"The only way to get people 
to use it is to give it away," 
Bechard said. 
'Tm planning to boycott (the 
machine ) when it's not free,'' 
said Dame. 
Senior Peter Brown said he 
didn't think cups were as con-
venient as cans. "Before, you 
could grab a soda for class," he 
said. "Cups are a pain." 
Senior Tina Parker and Junior 
Marie Frederick agree that 
they'd rather have cans. The 
bottle bill doesn't make a dif-
ference. 
Senior John Kageleiry said 
he liked the uniformity of cans. 
You always know what you're 
getting and it stays colder, he 
said. 
'Td rather pay the extra five 
cents," said Senior Missy Miller. 
"This tastes awful." 
Bechard said she passed 
around a petition to get rid of 
the new machine. The general 
consensus appears to mean ~hat 
the cup machine should be 
canned. 
-BLOOD-
(continued from page 4) 
sororities, or forget the hard 
work and the donations the 
o~her student groups on campus 
give the Red Cross. 
They rec.eive a great deal of 
help from the dorms, the ROTC 
programs, the assorted religious 
groups, and the commuters. She 
mentioned Williamson and 
Stoke as the bigg~st Residential 
Life supporters and the com-
muters as the major donators 
of blood. 
Mrs. Stearns said she feels 
that fraternities are easier to 
single out and complain about 
because, "small groups are easier 
to pick on due to the fact that 
they all live together." She -said 
she feels that "youth is a time 
for learning," and after her 34 
years of work with UNH, she 
said she feels that our future is 
in pretty good hands. 
There is so much bad in the 
best of us and so much good in 
the worst of us that it hardly 
behooves any of us to talk about 
the rest of us," Stearns said. 
If you're interested in donat-
ing blood or working at the 
blood drive the Red Cross will 
be in the Granite State Room 
from 10 am to 3 pm all this 
week. 
. 
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Tonight (9/24) at 8:30 p.m. 
In the STVN off ices · 
*NEW PEOPLE invited 
American Red Cross 
Durham Red Cross Blood Drive 
September 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 
10.a.m. - 3 p.m. 
NON~ TRADITIONAL 
STUDENT PROGRAM 
WHAT IS A NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT? 
A student returning to college after a number of years out of school 
DOES THIS DESCRIBE YOU? 
If so, why not stop in at the· Non-Traditional Student Center. 
Underwood House - 17 Rosemary Lane 
Melll()rial Union 
UPCOMING EVENTS FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER 
HOURS: •Every Wednesday, 12:00 to 2:00 p.m. Bag Lunch get-together. 
•Tuesday, October 1st, 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. Monday thru Thursday 
8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Friday 
8:30 a.m. to 3 p.n1. 
OPEN HOUSE - Refreshments will be served. Call to reserve child care. 
•Tuesday, October 8th, 12:30 to 2:00 p.m. 
TIME MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP - Presented by TASk 
•Tuesday, October 15th, 1:30 to 3:00 p.m. 
MATH ANXIETY WORKSHOP 
•Tuesday, October 22nd, 12:30 to 2:00 p.m. 
RESUME WRITING FOR NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS 
•Tuesday, October 29th, 6:00 p.m. 
POT LUCK SUPPER 
SERVICES AVAILABLE: 
Drop-in center and lounge; study space with typewriters; meeting rooms; information and referrals on and off campus; resource files; a parent em.ergency information system; a peer support network; workshops; support groups; social activities and more. 
, 
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Editorial 
AIDS: Victimizing the victims 
The hysteria surrounding AIDS bears 
a res·emblance to other unglorious events 
in the· history of m~nkind 
During the (!Dark-Ages" in Europe, it 
was widely believed that Jews drank the 
blood of gentile children in the festival 
of Passover. Jews were also accused of 
poisoning wells. The hyste~ia generated 
by myths like these invariably encouraged 
the vicious persecution of countless Jewish 
communities across Europe. Now however, 
such slander is viewed as preposterous. 
Lepers, confined to colonies in the 
mistaken belief that leprosy was highly 
contagious and posed a threat to society 
at large, also suffered from the ignorance 
of others. M~dical science has since proven 
that the isolation of lepers was completely 
unnecessary. 
During the 1940's, loyal American 
citizens of Japanese desce-nt were incar-
cerated in concentration camps because 
it was believed, or decided, that they posed 
a threat to the nation's security. Now, 
America is ashamed of her unjustifiable 
treatment of those unfortunate people. 
AIDS sufferers have become the latest 
Letters 
victims of societal ignorance. In spite of 
a barrage of information from the medical 
establishment explaining that AIDS cannot 
be passed through "casual contact," the 
victims are being subjected to the same 
treatment meted out to lepers: children 
who inherited the syndrome from their 
parents are barred (in violation of Supreme 
Court rulings recognizing education as a 
basic entitlement and a fundamental right) 
from classrooms. Adult victims are shunned 
in just about every social arena. Even 
emergency personhel have hesitated to 
attend to their patients in the unfounded 
fear of contracting AIDS. 
Given the limited medic~! information 
available at the time, perhaps the treatment 
of lepers in the past can be understood. 
But the repeated assurances of specialists 
about how AIDS can and cannot be spread 
leaves little excuse for those who would 
treat the syndrome's victims in the same 
way. AIDS is only transfered through 
homosexual and bisexual activity, or in the 
case of drug addicts, through the sharing 
of infected needles . Child sufferers have 
inherited the disease from afflicted parents 
from the above catagories. The number 
of people who have contracted AIDS 
through a transfusion of infected blood 
is negligible. · 
In spite of the wealth of well publicized 
·medical information, AIDS victims have 
become the well poisoners and the lepers 
of the 1980'~. In true Dark Age tradition, 
hysteria is unfolding a tragedy across the 
nation. Besides suffering the appalling 
consequences of AIDS and the knowledge 
of certain death, the victims are having 
their agony compounded by society's refusal 
to face the medical reality. 
Now, stories are circulating that blood 
donors risk catching AIDS. Consequently, 
blood banks are worried they could run short 
of desperately needed donations, in spite 
of their ·efforts to publicize the fact that 
needles are used once then discarded. Blood 
donors face no risk of contracting the 
syndrome. 
The blood drive now in progress at UNH 
gives students and staff an ideal opportunity 
to demonstr:ate that the University com-
munity is above the hysteria and ignorance 
that seems to plague communities else-
where. 
Admissions 
I can assure you that all parties 
involved do their best to control 
those factors as much as possible. 
One does not simply turn off 
enrollments like a water faucet. The 
fact is that additional freshmen only 
accounted for about one quarter of 
this year's overassignment. It is 
unfair to condem Admissions be-
cause more students that ever before 
decided that UNH was their school 
of choice. We should all be proud 
that our reputation as an outstand-
ing school is rapidly increasing. 
Blood drive 
hope newcomers will come to meet 
us and let us welcome them to this 
great brotherhood. We are most 
eager to see our regulars again who 
have been true friends! 
"Birthday Party" a great success 
and again prove how much UNH 
cares. 
Jarry Stearns 
Durham Red Cross 
Blood Chairperson 
To the Editor: 
I am writing to take exception 
to and hopefully add clarity to a 
recent forum article entitled "Ad-
missions Thwarts Housing". The 
article flatly laid all blame for the 
overassignment problem in resi -
dence halls on. an admissions de-
partment that .. deems it more 
essential (and lucrative) to exceed 
the housing quota than to provide 
acceptable living conditions to 
UNH students". The article's tone 
suggests an adversial relationship 
exists between Admissions (the bad 
guys) and Residential Life (in a rare 
appearance as the good guys). 
FactuaHy, our office works very 
closely with Director of Admissions, 
Stan Fisft, in attempting to carefully 
plan housing needs in conjunction 
with projected freshmen enrol-
lments. Stan and his staff have 
consistently been supportive of 
eliminating overassignment and 
were instrumental in. promoting 
the decision to eliminate all lounge 
buildups and to significantly reduce 
triple rooms on campus. With their 
help,· that goal has been accomp-
lished. To claim that Admissions 
is not interested in providing 
accecptable living conditions is 
absolutely ludicrous. 
Attempting to blame one office 
or another for the overassignment 
problem is even more preposterous. 
There are a number of factors which 
contribute to the phenomenon, and 
The University's commitment 
to house aH freshmen is develop-
mentally sound and should con-
tinue, even when at the seeming 
expense of juniors and seniors who 
sometimes get lotteried out. The 
transition to university life can be 
difficult and freshmen can benefit 
from the supportive environment 
and staff the residence halls provide. 
The experience of living off campus 
can certainly be positive for juniors 
and seniors. 
In closing, I believe it's impoitant. 
to remember that we have always 
had more triples in residence halls 
than we have this year. Our goal 
will continue to be to eliminate all 
triples except those which students 
request. I know that the Admissions 
staff and other key university 
officials share in this goal and 
together we will continue to provide 
the high quality product that has 
helped contribute to the popularity 




To the Editor: 
The 35.th anniversary of our 
Regional Red Cross Blood Services 
has a very deep meaning for me 
since it is my 34th year of invol-
vement in the Durham Red Cross 
Program. 
I have, in these years , worked 
with town, UNH faculty and staff 
and dearest to my heart, the terrific 
UNH students who are indeed the 
stars of our real life production! 
I have seen students of the 50's, the 
60's, the 70's and now the 80's! 
However, no matter what the 
decade, or particular style, U niver-
sity of New Hampshire students 
have been concerned for those 
patients depending on their re-
sponse. 
Working with a committee from 
all segments of campus life has been 
delightful! Most are donors, volun-
teers at the site, re~ruiters and some 
do art work neccessary to create our 
atmosphere of fellowship! • 
In addition, Student Press, radio 
and TV are .also a member of this 
great partnership which has become 
a UNH tradition! 
I salute the UNH students from 
the birth of the ·program to now 
and hope that the people of our state 
realize how much they owe these 
dedicated young people! 
At our upcoming blood drive 
scheduled for Monday, September 
23rd through Friday, September 
27th from 10-3 pm at the MUB, we 
Together, we can all make our 
The New Hampshire 
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University Forum 
Remembering a friend by Tony Lacasse 
Kevin Power was enthralled with life. A May 
engineering graduate from UNH, he set out in June 
for Alaska on the first of many great adventures. 
However , his first journey was dramatically cut 
short, but it did not go unfulfilled. Kevin Power, 
23, was killed on August 12 in a car accident outside 
of Anchorage, Alaska. The sixteen year old driver 
of the other vehicle was drunk but survived. 
final blues. We sat down with a large group of people 
whom my housemate knew but I did not. Intro-
ductions were made all around, and I promptly forgot 
all the new names. 
at the end of a rope. Little did we know that the 
h~zards of a road, and not a mountain, were to.be 
his fate. 
News of his death and the injury of a close friend, 
Peter Rice, s_tun~ed those who knew him. Anger, 
shock, an.d disbelief gave way to an overwhelming 
se':'lse of grief. With time I realized that my own 
grief had an aspect of selfishness within it that 
was more preoccupied ·with my own personal loss 
than the loss of a friend. 
Kevin Power was an enigma as a student and 
also as a person. He was a mechanical engineering 
major who had broad and active interests in the 
dut-of-doors, the arts, and athletic pursuits. Kevin 
was an intense and gregarious personality, yet he 
also sought solace and refuge in both the company. 
of a few close friends as well as in the wilderness. 
I did not know Kevin long, but I remember fondly 
how I got to know him. 
Like everyone else, I was preoccupied with an 
onslaught of work and the lousy weather. It was 
a time of year and mood when, at best, personal 
and physical warmth feels like a wet wool blanket. 
My new found company grumbled and shuffled feet, 
but gradually attention shifted to the end of the 
table where a tall, black haired fellow entertained 
everyone with a rapid-fire repertoire of irony and 
one liners . Some ego showed through, but there 
was an undeniable charm and warmth to this talented 
and irreverant wit. Then it finally dawned on me 
that this was Kevin Power. 
I should not be feeling sorry for myself when 
I should be just grateful that I ever had the chance 
to know Kevin at all. It takes so much to live life 
fully and freely, to care, to dare, and to love. Few 
of us are willing to take such a risk, but I believe 
Kevin did. 
Given the small but ever recirculating social circles 
that a place like UNH fosters, I had heard Kevin's 
name often but had failed to meet up with him. 
By reputation, he was considered a character and 
was genuinely liked by a great diversity of people. 
I got to know Kevin more as early in the following 
·semester we took part together in a physical 
education course that focused on instructing winter 
mountaineering skills. Kevin spoke of finishing 
his engineering curriculum and then taking time 
to travel about, especially in Alaska. He dreamed 
of climbing Mt. McKinley. He asked about ava-
lanches and crevice rescues. Kevin concerned himself 
with all of the precautions on how to stay alive 
For those who knew Kevin, the pain of his loss 
won't pass quickly. But the pain will be countered 
by the good memory of him and the recognition 
and appreciation of a life well lived. 
Finally, one cold, wet December evening last 
year, one of my housemates and I ducked into The 
Wildcat to drink some ales so as to combat the pr~-
, ....•........••••••••••••••• • •• • • !Voice your op1n1on !. 
• • : in the forum : • • • • • ·wh ·t· • • en wrt 1ng... • 
• : Articles must be signed and include : 
• telephone number for verification. Drop • 
• your typed, double-spaced articles at • 
e The New Hampshire, .Room 151 in the e 




Continued from previous page 
Parking 
To the Editor: 
Last Friday's issue of The New 
Hampshire had an advertis.ement 
with a photo of our jovial University 
Supervisor Parking Lot Control 
Officer, Arthur Smart. The ad 
clearly portrays that the high point 
of Mr. Smart's day is to have the 
opportunity to give out parking 
tickets. Twice Arthur tells us that 
it will "make his day," to make our 
day miserable. I believe th.is "Dirty 
Harry" mentality of our Public 
Safety officer deserves investiga-
tion. 
Since school began I have had the 
or portunity to watch the escapades 
o these guys in action. At Thomp-
son School, where I attend classes, 
we have an outdoor lounge in view 
of a number oJ areas designated for 
parking. · 
The trouble begins when your 
vehicle is not precisely contained 
wit.bin the -parking boundaries 
which Public Safety assumes you 
know. This is when our local public · 
servant, "Inspector Harry Calla-
han," comes on the scene with his 
clip board and small armada of tow 
trucks. The fact that the tow trucks 
come from one of our more respect-
ed and admired service stations, 
the infamous "Smittys," added to 
the need for some serious consid-
eration of what is going on. 
After concluding that your veh-
icle is illegally parked our "Inspec-
tor" makes his authoritative, judicial 
decision as to make your day mildly 
miserable or incredibly miserable. 
If you are fortunate enough to 
become only mildly miserable you 
will find an orange ticket for twenty 
dollars . If our "Inspector" has 
chosen, in his great wisdom, to 
make your day incredibly miserable 
you will find your car at "Smittys" 
where you can't touch it until Smitty 
has the towing fee in his pocket. 
All students with vehicles should 
understand that towing is not good 
for your car. The steps involved in 
towing a car begin with getting 
inside. If your car is locked this 
involves pulling on your window 
while maneuvering a tool towards 
the plastic button. The more one 
pulls on the window the quicker 
it is to open the door. Considering 
the money "Smittys" is making on 
this little operation, I would assume 
those windows are pulled on pretty 
hard. 
Next the car is hooked onto the 
truck. However, if you are parallel 
parked you must first be dragged 
out from the other vehicles. I have 
yet to witness this event. I dare say 
those of you who have had your cars 
towed from a parallel parking 
position may want to have your 
su'spension and ball joints looked 
at. If your steering wheel is locking 
in a tu.t ning position this is no 
problem for our towing crew. The 
problem will be with your wheel 
alignment, and you should have it 
checked. A couple other problems 
that should be considered after a 
towing would be scratches on your 
bumper or your bumper falling off 
after the weight of your car has been 
carried on it. And remember "Smit· 
tys" is not the least bit responsible 
for any damage to your vehicle 
during the towing or while ,j~ sits 
!riends will dr~w dose, 8:nd in places like The 
W 1ldcat on that wmter evenmg, they'll gather and 
tell Kevin Power stories. He would_have liked that. 
in their lot. 
What really motivated me to 
write this letter was witnessing a 
particuliar event which occurred 
on the same date as the distribution 
of The New Hampshire in which 
Arthur Smart asked us to "make 
his day." We sat watching as the 
usual crew came down for their 
morning crusade. 
Our Public Safety Official had 
chosen his vehicle to harass and 
instructed his assistant to proceed. 
While watdting him pull on the 
window, shoving his tool toward 
the lock a friend asked me if I would 
find the owner of the vehicle so that 
he might know that his car was 
being vandalized by the people his 
cumon pays. 
he had not taken the time to look 
closely at the car and see the permit. 
After showing him that the permit 
was indeed present his "Dirty 
Harry" image was reduced to that 
of "Barney Fife" as he threw out 
some excuse for his ignorance. They 
left that car to go vandalize another. 
When Clint Eastwood says "go 
ahead punk, make my day" in his 
fil~, he is ~ncou.raging a murdering 
rapist to give him the opportunity 
to blow his brains out. Mr. Smart 
should have given this some 
thought before choosing to be in -
this advertisement. I question what 
is being portrayed to the Public 
Safety Officers on this campus when 
their supervisor quotes from "Dirty 
Harry." 
· Charles Hayner Deciding to address our Public 
Servant first, I approached the car. 
I noticed that the owners permit " ,_ ____ .._ ______ _ 
was properly displayed on the rear- · 
view mirror. Thus I questioned the 
officer as to why he was towing the 
car. As if he was "Dirty Harry" 
himself, he boldly told me there 
was no permit and the car was going 
to be towed. 








at 6:30 p.m. in 
the STVN offices 
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Arts & Features 
A mesmerising Elisa Monte 
By Cathy McCarron 
Friday's explosive perfor-
mance by the Elisa Monte Dance 
Company was a night to re-
member. 
"Indoors" seems to represent 
an internal conflict which is 
finally resolved. Completed in 
1984, "Indoors" is Monte's most 
recent work. I 
The audience, nearly drainqi, 
now became entranced by the 
award winning dance, "Pigs and 
Fishes." 
The seven member company 
attack the Johnson Theater 
stage with an ener~etic, exciting 
art form. Beginning with the 
science-fiction style dance, "In-
doors," and rising fervently to 
The s.~~ond dance, "White This ritualistic dance began 
.£?ragon, is a ~e~e~ratory, mar- - with Ridout's clutching and 
tial arts exhibmon. Danced swinging her hand like a wea-
topless, w_e are to supposer th~t pan. Her image in the spotlight 
ev~ryone is an equ~l part or this shone like a powerful, solitary 
umform, hard driving force. The being. 
· the incredible climax, "Pigs and 
Fishes," Monte left the audience 
begging for more. 
Contemporary composers 
David van rieghem, Steve 
Reich, and Glenn Branca have 
created a powerful, driving 
music which draws the audience 
into the midst of the mesmer-
izing performance. 
Opening with "Indoors," the 
least compelling of the dances, 
the audience experiences an 
introduction to modern dance. 
We see their lithe, athletic 
bodies twisting and swirling, 
leaping and lunging in gorgeous, 
fluid movement. 
The austere scenery of two 
fluorescent cubes contrasts dram-
atically with the dancers' seem-
ingly effortless motions. The 
lighting assumes the shades of 
the costumes, changing with 
the dancers · own wardrobe. 
music has a rick-tock effect, 
winding down at the end. The 
dance includes intense inter-
weaving of bodies working like 
hinges, so well do they fit 
tog_~ther. -
"Treading," an erotic, sensual 
piece, left the audience breath-
- less. 
Eiisa Monte herself was sche-
duled to dance, but pulled out 
at the last minute. However, the 
audience was not to be disap-
pointed. the intense perfor-
mance of Danita Ridout, a young 
dancer from Baltimore, was 
S\lperb. She, along with David 
Brown, slithered on the stage 
donned in earth tones, creating 
a surrealistic aura of evolution. 
- The fast-paced, sensual music 
combined with the couple's 
slow, serene motion offered a 
u.ni ue, beautiful love scene. 
Comedian George Carlin, one of SCOPE's performers scheduled 
for October 3rd. (SCOPE photo) 
SCOPE means 
entertainment 
By Jim Sullivan· and small tor the University. 
UNH students enjoy perfor- Most of the shows are held at 
mances by popular musicians the larger venues on campus; 
several times a semester, but however, SCOPE frequently 
before the Field House becomes teams with its sister organiza-
a small-scale Centrum for a day, ti on, MUSO (the Memorial 
a lot of work goes on behind the Union Student Organization) 
stage. to provide live music in the Mub 
Before amplifiers can be Pub. 
plugged in and guitars tuned, In bringing a show to the 
before the show can go on, University, SCOPE first con-
months of work have been suits professional production 
logged by the staff members of agencie~ across ~~e country to 
SCOPE the Student Committee see which musmans may be 
on Pop'ular Entertainment, to - willin$ to play UNH. 
bring the act to New Hamp- This semester, SCOPE Pres-
shire. ident Art Proulx collected the 
SCOPE, which is directed by names of availa.ble bands includ-
a core of nine executive g Heart, Nightranger, the 
five others entered the royal 
blue stage, as rays of sunlight 
streaked waist high, giving the 
effect of a glorious day. 
The evocative, mystical mus-
ic, highlighted with an occas-
. sional gong, made the audience 
feel privy to some ancient rite. 
Synchronized, joyous leaps, 
circling arms, and flowing, gray 
costumes evoked sprightly, 
primeval imagery, giving the 
dance a triumphant ending. The 
audience awoke from their 
spellbound state and burst with 
applause. 
Having added a brilliant, 
exciting dimension to the art 
of modern dance, Elisa Monte 
has proven her genious as a 
choreographer and f''1thralled 
thousands. 
Members of the Elisa Monte Dance Company '(Cindy Rich 
photo) 
Beautiful Beaux Arts Trio 
By Barbara C. Koontz the three challenging passages members played smoothly. 
The Beaux Arts Trio per- the Trio members were allowed There were solo movements 
formed before an enthusiastic to show their talents. with several crescendoes and 
audience Saturday evening at - the finale: "Allegro con brio" 
The Johnson Theater. The "Trio in A Minor," a ended abruptly, leaving the 
The Trio was presented a.s work composed by Maurice audience wanting more. 
one of the many schedul.ed Ravel, was the artistic triumph 
cultural events to be brought of the evening. Ravel's mixture 
to UNH for the September Arts of classical and neo-classical 
Festival and UNH's Celebrity music patterns created inter-
Series. esting shades of sound. The 
With Menahem Pressler as piece enabled the Beaux Arts 
This marks the 30th anniver-
sary for the Beaux Arts Trio. 
The Trio has toured the world 
to rave reviews and has cut 
several albums. 
pianist, Isidore Cohen as viol- Trio to display ovation-evoking The Beaux Arts Trio was a 
inist, and Bernard Greenhouse talent. It was an exceedingly welcome addition to UNH's 
as cellist, the Trio displayed difficult piece, played to per- cultural program, and the au-
their extraordinary, internation- fection by the Trio. _ dience showed its appreciation 
ally reknowned talent with a by giving the Trio an ovation, 
program that was quite diverse. The closing work was the calling the musicians back for 
Opening with Mozart's "Trio "Trio in F Minor, Op. ·65" by several curtain calls. Overall, 
in G Major, K. 564," the Trio Antonin Dvorak. It consisted it was an excellent, well received 
~layc:d sup~rbly. With each of -· of rig?rous p~ssag_es wh,ich the_ performance., 
members, arranges and pro- - - The Beaux Arts Trio gave an outs.tandin
g performance at the Johnson Theatre last Saturday 
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Random Factor primes the Pub 
Despite small turnout, Random Factor and opening act, Get Smart performed inspiring sets 
in the MUB Pub last Saturday night. (Kim Lodge photo) 
Parsonage print debut 
By Gregg Goostray 
Congratulations to the Par-
sonage Gallery on an excellent 
showing of monoprints by local 
artist Bill Childs. 
For those of you who have 
never vis~ted this unique gallery 
which specializes in custom 
framing and a variety of art -
work, you'll find the atmosphere 
warm and inducing to browsing. 
.The Parsonage Gallery 
opened ten years ago in a house 
that dates back to 183 7 and was 
originally owned by a ship 
captain. The captain .deeded the 
home to the Durham Commun-
ity Church and it had been used 
as a parsonage thus giving the 
art gallery its title. 
Bill Childs could not have 
asked for a better place to debut 
his monoprints. 
Artist Bill Childs is a graduate 
of the Massachusetts College 
of Art and holds a Masters in 
Education from the University 
of New Hampshire. Mr. Childs 
has taught at ten schools and 
has an impressive Jist of cre-
dentials that includes member-
ships to the New Hampshire 
Education Association and the 
National Education Association. 
He is presently on the faculty 
of the Oyster River High School 
in Durham. 
The artist has been successful 
in the mediums of watercolor 
and pen and ink, yet his newly-
mastered process of monoprint-
aspects of the monoprinting 
technique is the creation of 
"ghost prints" that stem off of 
the origirfal printing. After one 
plate is made, a second printing 
is made that takes advantage 
of the residual paint that is 
left over. 
The resulting "ghost print" 
is an impressionistic manifes-
tation of the original that is 
treated as a separate entity with 
its own artistic merits. The 
"ghost prints" are highly in-
dividual and can only be des-
cribed as incredible. 
By Andrea Holbrook 
Saturday night the MUB Pub 
was dismally empty, which was 
too bad, because a lot of people 
missed , as Ed Sullivao would 
say, "a really big shew." 
Gd Smart, a band from Elliot 
Maine, opened the set with 
"Rich White Estate" a song lead 
vocalist and guitarist Quentin 
Goebel said was "about what 
is going on in South America 
right now." • 
Goebel and company dis-
played good stage presence, 
eliciting a warm response from 
the 30 or 40 people there. 
The Monkees gone punk is 
the only way to describe "Girl 
You Wanna Know." A bouncy, 
be-bopping tune, it featured 
some nice guitar washes by 
Steve Perley. 
"Burning Town" was about 
what happened at Hiroshima 
40 years ago . " Sometimes it 
seems like the only thing we've 
learned from it is how to build 
better bom~s," said Goebel. 
l!esides their original songs, 
written mostly by Goebel, Get 
Smart played a few covers. Their 
version of the Ventures ' "Pipe-
line," despite drummer "Boot's" 
sprained wrist, ?a.s sonic ii;np~ct . 
Get Smart has been playing 
together for 5 and one-half-
months and presents a cohesive 
unit onstage. Although bassist 
Jay Claves said the band is "sick 
of being compared to R.E.M.," 
Get Smart did sound like them 
but are not as acoustic. Actuall~ 
the band sounds more like Love 
Tractor, an up and coming band 
from Athens, Georgia. 
Random Factor came on stage 
at 11 pm after some problems 
with their sound system-they 
lost some of their speakers. But 
in spite of this, and a small 
crowd of about 30 people, they 
put on a gre~t show._ 
The band started thetr set 
with "Highway Romeo," a 
rocker with a country flavor . 
"End of the World" got most 
of the crowd up dancing, some-
thing Get Smart had tried to do 
with limited success. 
A cover of the Clash's "Police 
on my Back" featured the re-
lentless drums of Jon Caggiula. 
Another cover, highlighted by 
the stinging guitar of Bruce 
Fitzpatrick, of Mott the Hoo-
ple' s classic " Hanky Panky" 
came to a dead stop and had 
people wondering what was 
wrong, before coming back and 
picking up the frenetic pace. 
Kevin McCloskey' s clean cut 
bass guitar interspersed with 
some neat licks by Fitzpatrick 
lead in to "Odd Man Out." Out 
of their first set of ten songs, 
"Odd Man Out" showcased the 
showmanship of the band as a 
whole. These guys , and espe-
cially lead singer Michael Qui-
gley, were having fun. 
After a short break, Factor 
returned to play what Quigley 
termed a "torture set for par-
ties" starting with, the driving 
"I Don't Mind At All. " The 
rhythms of the highly original 
song, "The Story," alternated 
between heavy and aggressive 
to an easier, softer beat, and then 
back again. 
"Media,': their first song on 
tape at WUNH, was a biting 
social comment on television 
news. 
The band 's last songs were 
their best-"Hidden Faces"-
and their encore, the well-
known "Almost Famous." 
Random Factor pulled what 
could have been a boring even-
ing out of the doldrums, with 
an assortment of oddiments; 
both originals and covers that 
all fit together. 
Random Factor will return 
to the MUB Pub for the Band 
Wars in October. 
Today, the homestead is the 
location of an art boutique under 
the proprietorship of Mary and 
Jay Jenkins, and through the 
galleries' varied selection of 
paintings, frames, crafts and 
cards have brought about a 
steady increase in its business 
and appeal. 
. ing has yielded some interesting 
and singular results. 
After one year of monoprint-
ing, Bill Childs has truly made 
this artform personally his. By 
interpolating his traditional 
dfort with a new and pointil-
listic method, his monoprints 
have taken on a fresh and 
innovative quality~ 
----------SCOPE--------~ 
The monoprinting process 
takes the best of the worlds of 
drawing, painting, and printing 
and combines them .into a uni-
que artform. 
(continued from page 15) 
Since its beginning, the 
gallery has played host to many 
showings of local artists, and 
this week's opening of works 
by Bill Childs brings the total 
up to fifty-one. 
Saturday evening's showing 
of 34 monoprints by the Exeter-
based artist was pure enjoyment 
due to the living room exhibit 
area that makes the enthusiast 
"It's a whole different look 
at the idea of painting," said 
Childs , whose previous work 
in art had more of a traditional 
style encompassing marshes, 
pastures, and homesteads. The 
monoprinting process has 
changed his style as he describes 
it, "about the subject rather than 
of it." One can readily see the 
amazing creative talent of the 
artist and this technique. 
One of the more intri uin 
r---..__~~~~.....---...... ~------;......;....;;..;.....~ feel ri ht at home. 
J,~· 
Hill Childs' monoprints will Boomtown Rats with The 
be on display at the Parsonage Alarm, 'til Tuesday, Modern 
Gallery until October 9th. The English, the Smiths, the Ro-
gallery is located within easy mantics, and Bananarama. 
walking distance of UNH on From the list of suggested 
10 Newmarket Road in Dur- bands, the SCOPE staff 
ham. The hours are Tuesday members vote to select the act 
thro.ugh Saturday, 10:00 until they consider to have the most 
4 :30 and by appointment by ?,PPe3:1 to. the U~H POJ?ulation. 
calling 868-7330. Our JOb is to decide which band 
-- would be best for UNH,'' says 
Along with Bill Childs' works, Proulx. 
one v..:m find a variety of eye SCOPE must weight s~veral 
catch~ng arts tha~ are worth factors before reach~ng this 
checking- out and highly recom- decision. Musicians given con-
- mended. sideration must be available in 
the Northeast area on the 
projected date; the University 
.must be able to provide a 
suitable concert hall; and the 
act's appeal must be such that 
SCOPE can expect sufficient 
student demand for tickets. 
Also affecting SCOPE's de-
cision is the asking price of each 
act. On the average, bands 
approached ~y SCOPE carry a 
pncetag of $12,000. Bands with 
greater appeal may command 
as much as $20,000 for a single 
show, as have both the Pretend-
ers and Elvis Costello in past 
performances at UNH. 
Exeter artist Bill Childs at Saturday's Parsonage Gallery reception for his work. (Cindy Rich 
photo) 
"There's really no way to be 
able to tell how much a band is 
worth unless you go by the 
agencies' asking prices,'' says· 
Proulx, who is stepping down 
in December after two and a half 
years as SCOPE president. 
SAFC (the Student Activities 
Fee Council), an arm of the 
Student Senate, covers all pro-. 
duction costs that exceed income 
from ticket sales. As a result, 
SCOPE must receive the appro-
val of the SAFC board in order 
to bid on an act. 
For this semester, the SCOPE 
staff members have voted to 
pursue staging a performance 
by the Boomtown Rats and The 
Alarm on the projected No-
vember 1 date. SAFC has ap-
proved SCOPE's request to bid 
$15,000 for the show, which was 
selected on the strength of 
Boomtown Rats singer Bob 
Geldof' s recent rise to fame for 
his or.ganization of the Live Aid 
Concerts, according to Proulx. 
On the day .of a show, eighty 
to one hundred student volun-
teers work to maintain security 
and to keep the performers 
comfortable. Supervised by the 
SCOPE executive staff, these 
volunteers often work from 10 
am until the following 2 am for 
the price of admission and a t-
shirt. 
Proulx strongly encourages 
involvement in SCOPE, which 
is run solely by students. "If you 
want to have in-put, get in-
volved." 
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It's ·incredible, but true! This year 
for students, faculty and staff, your 
ID card is your ticket to get on any 
Kari-Van bus. Go where you want, 
when you want. 
This new service is made available 
to you through your activity fee and 
revenue from parking permits. 
T D! ' • E 
SAVE MONEY •.. the cost of driving 
and parking on campus! 
SAVE TIME ... with convenient 
schedules to and from campus! And .. 




COAST KARI-VAN Convenient ••• Safe ••• &fRfl • 
ROUTE SCHEDULES available at: MUB, Town & Campus, Jodi's Party 







at 7 p.m. in 
the STVN offices 
*NEW PEOPLE invited 
· and .
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By BERKE BREATHED 
By Jeff MacNelly 
-HONORS-
'contmued from page 5) 
of liberal Arts and Engineer-
ing/Physical Science.The break-
down among the two classes is 
215 freshmen and 35 sopho-
mores, according to Mennel. 
There are more freshmen in the 
program because upon accep-
tance to UNH, they were invited 
to apply to the honors program. 
Sophomores were invited to 
apply when they had a 3.2 GP A 
or better. 
Certain classes which fulfill · 
general education requirements 
have been des:~--·ed as Honors 
courses. The J ·.lllege classes 
are also de !d with the 
Honors stuc 1 mind. Such 
classes are laoe1c:d in the time 
and room schedule as Honors 
classes. 
Becky Durost, a sophomore, 
said so far the Honors courses 
she is in "seem to be a lot of 
work," and the "teachers are 
a bit unsure of what to expect 
from the students." 
From the freshman point of 
view, Susan Maloney said she 
feels that "it is a real challenge." 
Maloney is .taking an InCo class 
called High Technology. 
Debbie Davis, also a fresh-
man, thinks it is too soon to tell 
what the program will be like, 
but "it is good for its first year." 
She found the extra-curricular 
activities within the program 
"very good culturally." 
On the other hand, Durost 
said she feels "kind of like a 
guinea pig" ·because she is 
among the first to be in the 
program. She said she finds the 
small classes nice, but feels a 
wider selection of classes is 
necessary. Her overall impres-
sio(l is that "the challenge feels 
good." 
Dr. Menne! said there is room 
in some Honors classes on a 
space available basis for students 
who aren't in the program, yet 
have 3.2 or better GP A. 
Dr. Mennel said the whole 
program "is off to a good start," 
and is "meeting the expecta-
tions" of those involved. 
Bicycle Repair 
1 day service 
All Speeds 
"Fit Kit" 
Trek, Nishiki, Cannondale 
Durham Bike 
19 Jenkins Ct., Durham, N.H. 
M-F 9-5 Sat. 9-1 2 
868-5634 






35 Main St. 
Durham 
Hours M-F 9-5:30 
s 9-4 
Phone 868-7051 
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~H-elp w_anted __ l.[Il] 
$10-$360 weekly / up Mailing circulars! 
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-
addressed envelope: Success, PO Box 
470CEG, Woodstock, IL 60098 
Needed: reliable person to care for han-
dicapped young women. Drivers license 
needed. Shifts avai lable: days 9am-4pm 
$35. Overnights 4pm-9am $35. Call Joyce 
Belostock 436-4719 Portsmouth. 
MOTORCYCLE '1973 CL 350 HONDA 
11 ,000 miles. Excellent condition . New 
Battery . Call Alan Richard 749-4339. 
$275.00 or best offer. 
1981 Subaru excellent shape, sun -roof, 
rust-prof, stereo, 5-speed, $2850 or best 
offer. 433-11 90 eves. 868-7508 days. 
Apple II Puls, with CP/M-OS (MBasic, 
GBasic), 64k, Monitorlll , 2 Apple drives, 
screenwriter, 10 disks. Fortran, $700 (w Io 
Fortran $600}; 772-5336 
SAVE MONEY. Write your own professional 
looking resume with line-by-line instruction 
kit. To recei~e sent $5 to SECREARY, 13 
Old Landing Road, Durham, NH 03824 
Work-Study Students: The TASK Center 
is seeking an organized and friendly student 
to work as a receptionist 4 hrs / wk. 
Penrill 1200 Baud Modem IBM PC Com-Responsibil ities inc lude: answering the 
phone, describing the program, making patible direct connect manual dial $120. 
appointments and fielding questions. Hours _66_4_-_2_78_7 ___ _______ _ 
needed are M-Th. 3:30-4:30 Apply at the DEC VT-101 Industry Standard Terminal. 
TASK Center. Like new condition with one month war-
AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR WANTED: Ex- ranty. $695.00 Plea$e call 664-2787 and 
cellent job opportunity for energetic in - leave your name and number. Thank you. 
dividual with exercise specialist, P.E. or DIABLO' 1620 Letter quality computer 
dance background. Monday and Wednes- printer with keyboard 45 cps at 1200 baud 
day, 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. St. Marys Hall. and ETX/ ACK hand shaking. IBM PC 
Newmarket. Pay $7 /hr. and up, On Kari - compatible and does all special printing 
van route. Position available September- functions with word star. Can be used as 
June. Call Newmarket Recreation for more terminal at 300 baud. Installed on your 
info. 659-5563 computer will full one month warranty. For 
Teacher's Aide wanted: work-study po- only $475.00 Please call 664-2787 and 
sition only. Responsible individual needed leave your name and telephone number. 
to assist with Preschool program Thursday '81 Subaru Excellent condit ion, rust 
mornings 8:00 am-11 :OOam. Must enjoy proofed, stereo, sun roof, 5-speed, $2850 
children. $4.50/hr. On Kari-van route. Call or best offer. 868-7508 day 433-1190 
Newmarket Recreation for more infor. 659- _ev_e_n_in-=g'-s. __________ _ 
5563. In addition office help needed part- 1979 Volvo 242DL, New Paint, Beautiful 
time, flexible hours. $4.50/hr, workstudy Car, 58,000 miles, excellent driving, $5300. 
only. - 749-6883 or 749-1116 (message) 
CARPENTER'S HELPER WANTED: Expe- 1980 MGB Limited Collector.' s Edition, 
rience carpenter or carpenter's helper Black, Western Car. $5500·749-6883 or 
wanted for new construction . Part-time 749-1116 (message) 
in Newmarket, on Kari-van route. Call Pine ___ ......:__ _ ___;=--...:.. _____ _ _ 
Tree Building Company evenings 5-7pm. I 11•1 
659-2495. PersOMls 
Needed: reliable person to care for han- -------------
dicapped young women. Drivers license 
needed. Shifts available: Days 9am-4pm 
$35. Overnights 4pm-9am $35. call Joyce 
Belostock 436-4719 Portsmouth. 
Part-time stable help needed. For info call 
Sharon 742-3377 
Delivery person - $3.80/hr 6% mileage 
plus tips. Call 742-8411 or come by 50 
Broadway, Dover across from Red Shoe 
Barn. 
Wanted Part-time help, good pay: After-
noons 2 to 3 hours Saturdays and Sunday 
mornings. Must have vehicle, mileage 
allowance pay. Call the Portsmouth Herald. 
463-1800 ask for Mr. Hardwick or Mr. 
Ferrini. 
We need a dynamic, environmenrally-
minded person to offer secretarial support 
2 or 3 days per week. Calf 436-3950 for 
details. We're fun to work with! 
Work study positons available for UNH 
Faculty Center- diswashers, sandwich-
makers, bartenders, waitresses, cashiers. 
Call 862-1320 or apply in person. 
Spanish speaking tutor or playmate for two 
semi-bilingual children (ages 6 and 11 ). 
Call 868-5181 evenings until 9. 
Work-Study position. Biology major needed, 
Begin immediately . Complex Systems 
Research Center. 10-15 hours/ week . 
$4.00/hr. To work on Biogeochemical 
cycling models. Call Pat at 862-1792 
l._~_s.:-_-)~ 
SPEAKERS: KLH Model 12 3 way four 
speaker system in two walnut floor cabinets 
29h/ 22w/15d 8 OHMS new $550 asking 
$200. SPARE TIRE Firestone special spare 
(temporary) new with rim 175/80d14 $20. 
868-7519. 
1979 Volvo 242DL, New Paint, Beautiful 
Car, 58,000 miles, Excellent Driving, $5300. 
749-6883 or 749-1116 (message) 
'1980 MGB Limited Collector's Edition, 
Black, western car, $5500 749-6883 or 
7 49-1116 (message) 
FREE KITTENS- Must find a good home 
for two kittens (5 and 6 months) becaus~ 
of disagreeable landlord. Have all their 
shots and have been dewormed. Very 
loving cats _good indoor, lap cats. If can 
find a guaranteed good home- I am willing 
to have them declawed and/or rentered 
for you. Brian or Lauri 868-5482 
King-size bed with antique pine headboard. 
$100 complete. Headboard alone $50 Call 
868-2897 after 5 pm. 
Roommate needed to share a 2 bedroom 
Portsmouth apartment. Downtown location 
1 /2 block to Kari van. $210.00 per month. 
Heat and Hot water included. Call 431 -
0632. 
Private tutoring ayailabe in physics 402, 
407, 408 math 425, 426, 527 Chem 403, 
404, $5/hr. Call Mike Paulsen 363-6406 
or leave name and number in my mailbox 
in Demeritt Hall second floor. 
To the girl with the prettiest name on 
campus. Your pretty eyes, your pretty smile, 
and of course that gorgeous name are to 
accompany me to T.P real soon. Or aren't 
you hungry? Would you rather take a 
walk?!? 
OH MY!! Mike B., you are so dry!! D.R. is 
gonna get you with you know who on a 
leash. They're gonna sneak up behind you 
and .. .DUKE!!! 
Out of print; old editions; first editions. We 
· can help you find any book. Call Coastal 
Book search with titles or subject area. 
868-2961 after 5. 
To Theta Chi;· We had a gmat time at the 
pajama raid! We always enjoy your com-
pany. Newbo and Rick your toenails are 
dazzling. Bobbo- your cruelty to bears is 
forgiven but not forgetable. George- what 
a ratio! Just a tie George? Todd what was 
that bulge ... Dumbo? You guys, you look 
marrvelous! Love your little sisters . Ps. 
Cann't wait for homecoming. 
What's the use of being stupid if you don't 
show it? 
Take a break from the routine. Walk, jog, 
bike or drive to Green Dream Frarm 's 
UDDER PLACE for premium ice cream and 
all your favorite dairy products. 3 gal. tubs 
in 40 flavors may be ordered for spec ial 
occasions. Rte. 155-A, Lee. 659-5127 
Hi sweetiepie!! First personal of th year ... 11 
whole months - amazing! I miss you lots 
from Sunday til Thursday. Boo Hoo. I love 
you. 
Attention UNH Women's Volleyball Club-
GET PSYCHED! Let's show MIT what kind 
of excellent Women we ARE. With Chris 
coaching and Zilli doing whatever it is she 
does we cann't lose. If we do - Party Anway!! 
Love ya Guys- BEAR 
FREE KITTENS- Must find a good home 
for two kittens (5 and 6 months} because 
of disagreeable landlord. Have all their 
shots and bave been dewormed. Very 
loving cats- good indoor, lap cats. If can 
find a guaranteed good home - I am willing 
to have them declawed and/or rentered 
for you. Brian or Lauri 868-5482. 
Looking for someone to talk to, com to 
the Adult Children of Alcoholics Support .:.:hi:__ _ _ ___ ________ ,,_ 
Group. Meetings will be held bi -weekly 
beginning Thrusday, September 26th at 
7:00pm at Underwood House. Contact 
Kathleen 2-3823 for info. 
Kathy, I love you. Just thinking of you while 
I am at work. Hope everything is fine and 
wicked cool at SDSU. Thinking of you 
constantly. Budsle, Jon. 
Tired of hanging out in .our.ham every Kent, seems like we pay are dues constant-
weekend? Then try hangm~ in _the trees' iy. Got to do our own invention of cheese 
for a change. O~t. 4, 5, 6 co~b.1nat10~ Ropes over ground chuck sometime soon. I hope 
Course, Sleep m a Yurt, Hiking Trip. Fun. you are wearing your correct shirt today. 
Challenging, Adventure. Sign up at NHOC jon. 
office. Rm 129 MUB. !:.:..~------------
Roommate wanted - male for 2 bedroom 
apt . in Newmarket - 380/mo & util. No 
smoke/pets sec. dep & lease. Kari -van 
659-5355. Tom. prefer grad but not ne-
cessary. Available immediately. 
Attention Art Majors!! The UNH faculty 
center would llike to display your artwork 
free of charge in our dining room. Please 
contact Chris at 862-1320 or 868-1672 
by Sept 25. 
Get a head start on your research paper 
at T ASK's three-part minicourse. Work-
shops will be presented on defining a topic 
and developing a thesis statement. Thurs., 
Dear Francoise, thank you for the ashtray 
you cheap person. Next time you happen 
to be up at " the lodge" steal something 
a little more entertaining-the silverware 
for example. Jon 
Well Holly M. , here's your suprise personal. 
Typing on the typesetters is confusing after 
the loveley Holidex. Hope you have a great 
week. See you on Saturday. S~e M. 
Roommate needed to share a 2 bedroom 
Portsmouth apartment. Downtown location 
1 /2 block to Kari van. $210.00 per month. 
Heat and Hot water included. Call 431-
0632. 
Sept. 1 9; Accessing information in the Private tutoring availabe in physics 402, 
library, Thrus., Sept., 26; and organizing, 407, 408 math 425, 426, 527 Chem 403, 
and writing the research paper, Thrus.. 404, $5/hr. Call Mike Paulsen 363-6406 
Oct 3. All sessions run from 12:30-2:00 or leave name and number in my mailbox 
p.m. and wil be held in the Forum Room in Demeritt Hall second floor. 
Floor C or Dimond Library. To the girl with the prettiest name on 
Non-sexist wholistic counseling and ther- campus. Your pretty eyes, your pretty smile, 
apy transitions. relationships, life styles, and of course that gorgeous name are to 
personal empowerment and growth. Ram- accompany me to T.P real soon. Or aren't 
ona Aliella, MA. Portsmouth, NH sliding you hungry? Would you rather take a 
scale. (603)431 -4691 _w_al_k?_. !? _________ _ 
Hi luv! Thanks for al the movies, snotties OH MY!! Mike B., you are so dry!! D.R. is 
(lg), 'screams, midnight covos and parties. gonna get you with you know who on a 
Looking foreward to another great year. leash. They're gonna sneak up behind you 
Love you, Juts _a_nd_._ . D_U_K_E __ !_!! ___________ _ 
Leslie's personal: Good luck with rushing, 
you'll make a super sister somewhere! I'm 
glad to have met you - you're the best 
roomie and what an S.G.! How can I 
compare?! Love ya Julie 
Kris, We have so many things in the works 
to be excited & grateful for and you make 
them all so special. Thanks for your· never 
ending support. Here's to James Taylor, 
Europe & a year of growth! Warmly. Debbie 
Looking for someone to talk to, come to 
the Adult Children of Alcoholics Support 
Group. Meetings will be held bi-weekly 
beginning Thursday. September 26th at 
7:00pm at Underwood Ho1,1se. ContacT 
Kathleen 2-3823 for info. 
Sue, How about dinner, a movie, a bottle 
of wine and the beach? IL YAA Tim 
To the three guys in the new apartments-
Thanks for making us drinks while we were 
doing our laundry. Come visit. 29 Young 
Drive. Genai and Janice. 
Bob-What do you know about Marsupials? 
Out of print; old editions; first editions. We 
can help you find any book. Call Coastal 
Book search with titles or subject area. 
868-2961 after 5. 
To Theta Chi, We had a great ·time at the 
pajama raid! We always enjoy your com-
pany. Newtio and Rick your toenails are 
dazzling. Bobbo- your cruelty to bears is 
forgiven but not forgetable. George-. what 
a ratio! Just a tie George? Todd what was 
that bulge .. . Dumbo? You guys, you look 
marrvelous! Love your little sisters. Ps. 
Cann't wait for homecoming. 
What's the use of being stupid if you don't 
show it? 
Take a break from the routine. Walk, jog, 
bike or drive to Green Dream Frarm's 
UDDER PLACE for premium ice cream and 
all your favorite dairy products. 3 gal. tubs 
in 40 flavors may be ordered for special 
occasions. Rte. 155-A, L~e. 659-5127 
Hi sweetiepie!! First personal of th year ... 11 
whole months - amazing! I miss you lots 
from Sunday til Thursday. Boo Hoo. I love 
you. 
Attention UNH Women's Volleyball Club-
GET PSYCHED! Let's show MIT what kind 
of excellent Women we ARE. With Chris 
coaching and Zilli doing whatever it is she 
does we cann't lose. If we do - Party Anway!! 
Love ya Guys- BEAR 
FREE KITTENS- Must find a good home 
for two kittens (5 and 6 months) because 
of disagreeable landlord. Have all their 
shots and have been dewormed. Very 
loving cats- good indoor, lap cats. If can 
fi.nd a guaranteed good home - I am willing 
to have them declawed and/or rentered 
for you. Brian or Lauri 868-5482. 
Looking for someone to talk to, come to 
the Adult Children of Alcoholics Support 
Group. Meetings will be held bi-weekly 
beginning Thrusday, September 26th at 
7:00pm at Underwood House. Contact 
Kathleen 2-3823 for info. 
Tired of hanging out in Durham every 
weekend? Then try hanging in the trees 
for a change. Oct. 4, 5, 6 combination Ropes 
Course, Sleep in a Yurt, Hiking Trip. Fun, 
Cllallenging, Adventure. Sign up at NHOC 
office. Rm 129 MUB. 
Roommate wanted- male for 2 bedroom 
apt: in Newmarket - 380/mo & util. No 
smoke/pets sec.•dep & lease. Kari-van 
659-5355. Tom. prefer grad but not ne-
cessary. Available immediately. 
Attention Art Majors!! The UNH faculty 
center would !like to display your artwork 
free of charge in our dining room. Please 
contact Chris at 862-1320 or 868-1672 
by$ept25. 
Hi luv! Thanks for al the movies, snotties 
(lg), 'screams, midnight covos and parties. 
Looking foreward to another great year. 
Love you, Juls 






Stephen J. Little M. Ed 
603-430-8881 
Sepcialized treatment of 
Eating Disorders 




for all . 
M .0 R T A R B 0 A R D 
MEMl[IERS 
~onday, Sept. 30 
7:00 pm 
Room to be announced 
Meet in front of MUB Info 
Desk 







WHEN YOU NEED COPIES 
THINK 
CAMPUS COPY I PRINTING 
(Located across from 
Bread & Butter) 
47 Main st.· 
Durham, N.H. 
•Social & Raffle Tickets 868-2450 
•Flyers & Invitations 
•Photocopies 8¢ each 
*Resume Special* 
Typing, 25 sets- .$15.00 
10% expires 10/ 15 /85 
CJfMSJ/ ruut CJ Uen<1ht 







PAGE TWENTY THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1985 
UNIVERSITY JUDICIAL 
SYSTEM 
Disciplinary Actions for Semester II 1984-85 
Members of the University Judicial Boards, the Student Senate and the Administration are concerned that the campus community become familiar with our judicial process and standards of student conduct. The following case summaries are published as an educational service. Names are not released in compliance with federal law and University Policy. For further information about the judicial system refer to your Rights and Rules booklet or contact William Kidder, Associate Dean of Students or Kathleen McMahon or Kevin Oakes, Judicial coordinators, at Huddleston Hall. 
-------------CASE 1SUMMERIES---------UNIVERSITY JUDICIAL BOARD 
DATE: 9/02/1984 
ALLEGATION: FAILURE TO RESPOND: FAIL· 
URE TO COMPLY WITH JUDICIAL DECISIONS 
ACCUSER:HAU DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: WRITI'EN PAPER/COMMmlTY 
PROJECT: WRITIEN PAPER/COMMUNITY 
PROJECT:DESCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE· 
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMES· 
TER) 
DATE: 12/06/1984 
AU.EGATION: DRUNKENESS: VERBAL ABUSE: 
LEWD OR INDECENT BEHAVIOR: DISTUR-
BINGTHE PEACE: REPRRESENTING IMPROP-
ERLY THE INDENTITY OF ANOTHER 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE 
(GUILTY): 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE· 
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES· 
TER): BARRED FROM SPECIFIC AREA ON 
CAMPUS: ALCOHOL EDPCATION WORK· 
SHOP REFERRAL 
DATE: 12/06/1984 
ALLEGATION: VERBAL ABUSE AGAINST 
STAFF 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO 
SEMESTERS): ALCOHOL EDUCATION WORK· 
SHOP REFERRAL 
SANCTION: BARRED FROM SPECIFIC AREA 
ON CAMPUS. 
DATE: 12/06/1984 
ALLEGATION: DURNKENESS: LEW OR INDE· 
CENT BEHAVIOR: DISTURBING THE PEACE: 
ALCHOHL USE RESULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSITANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
.AGREE (GUILTY)- AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE· 
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES· 
TER): BARRED FROM SPECIFIC AREA ON 
CAMPUS: ALCOHOL EDUCATION WORK-
SHOP REFERRAL 
DA:rE: 12/20/1984 
ALLEGATION: ACTING IN CONCERT: REFUS-
ING TO IDENTIFY ONESELF OR SHOW PROP-
ER UNIVERSITY IDENTIFICAITON 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: BARRED FROM SPECIF· 
IC AREA ON CAMPUS: EVICTION 
SANCTION: BARRED FROM SPECIFIC AREA 
ON CAMPUS~ DISCIPLINARY PROBATION 
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SE· 
MESTERS) 
DATE: 12/20/1984 
ALLEGATION: TAJ,fPERING WITH FIRESAFE. 
TY EQUIPMENT AND/OR UNAUTHORIZED 
REMOVAL 
ACCUSER: UNIVERSITY POLICE 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: SUSPENSION (SPECIAL 
CONDITION): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LET-
TER OF APOLOGY" ): SERVICE PROJECT 
SANCTION: SERVICE PROJECT: RESTITUTION 
(INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY"): BARRED 
FROM SPECIFIC AREA ON CAMPUS: EVIC· 
TION: JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (SPECIAL 
CONDITIONS) 
DATE: 1/02/1985 
ALLEGATION: VERBAL ABUSE AGAINST 
STAFF: DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE, DEFACE-
MENT OF PROPERTY: ACTING IN CONCERT: 
GURESTS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE ( GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT 
GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF EVIC· 
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (REMI· 
ANDER OF SEMESTER): DISCIPLINARY PRO-
BATION (REMIANDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 
THREE SEMESTERS) 
DATE: 1/21/1985 
ALLEGATION: DISTURBING THE PEACE: ACT· 
ING IN CONCERT: INTERFERENCE WITH 
UNVERSITY OR CIVIL AUTHORITIES 
ACCUSER: HAU DIRECTOR 




DATE: 1/23/ 1985 
ALLEGATION: INTERFERENCE WITH UNIVER· 
SITY OR CIVIL AUTHORITIES: FAILURE TO 
EVACUATE: CREATING FIRE HAZARDS 
FLAMMABLES 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE(NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: EVICTION 
SANCTION: EVICTION: JEOPARDY OF SUS-
PENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
DATE: 1123/1985 
ALLEGATION: INTERFERENCE WITH UNIVER· 
SITY OR CIVIL AUTHORITIES: FAILURE TO 
EVACUATE: CREATING FIRE HAZARDS -
FLAMMABLES 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
<NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF EVIC-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE· 
MAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
DATE: l/25/1985 
ALLEGATION : FALSE FIRE 
ALARMS/REPORTS: FIREWORKS 
ACCUSER: UNIVERSITY P)IOLICE 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: SUSPENSION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): BARRED FROM 
SPECIFIC AREA ON CAMPUS 
SANCTION: BARRED FROM SPECIFIC AREA 
ON CAMPUS: JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION 
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
DATE: l/28.A.985 
ALLEGATION: POSSESSION OF DRUGS: AL-
CHOL USE REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE( GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: EVICTION . 
SANCTION: EVICTION 
DATE: 2/22/1985 
ALLEGATION: VIOLATING RULES WHILE 
UNDER SANCTION: ALCOHOL USE REGULA-
TIONS: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNIVERSITY 
DRINKING RULES 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 





ALLEGATION: VERBAL ABUSE: VERBAL 
ABUSE AGAINST STAFF: VERBAL ASSAULT: 
PHYSICAL ASSAULT: RESPECT FOR OTHERS: 
HARASSMENT 
ACCUSER: HAU DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT 
GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): AGREE 
(GUILTY) DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): NO CON-
TEST 
RECOMMENDATION: EVICTION: JEOPARDY 
OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMSTER): 
MISCELLANEOUS MEETINGS • COUNSELING 
AND TESTING, ADVISORS, HAU DIRECTORS, 
ETC., WORKSHOPS 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (RE· 
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): EVICTION: MISCEL-
LANEOUS MEETINGS - COUNSELING AND 
TESTING, A VISORS, HALL DIRECTORS, ETC., 
WORKSHOPS 
DATE: "3/15/1985 
ALLEGATION: PHYSICAL ASSAULT 
ACCUSER: OTHER ADMINISTRATION STAFF 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF SUSPEN-
SION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMS-
TER): WRITTEN PAPER/COMMUNITY PRO-
JECT : WRITTEN PAPER/COMMUNITY 
PROJECT 
DATE: 4/04/1985 
ALLEGATION: LEWD OR INDECENT BEHAV-
IOR: RESPECT FOR OTHERS: ACTING IN 
CONCERT: FAILURE TO REPORT HAZARD· 
OUS/SERIOUS INCIDENTS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR . 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY):·AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: RESTITUTION (IN. 
CLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY"): WORK 
WITH HAU DIRECTOR 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES· 
TER): RESTI'l'UTION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF 
APOLOGY"}: SERVICE PROJECT 
DATE: 4/04/1985 
ALLEGATION: FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH 
JUDICIAL DECISIONS 
ACCUSER: HAU DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: BARRED FROM SPECIF-
IC AREA ON CAMPUS: JEOPARDY OF SUS-
PENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 
TWO SEMESTERS) 
SANCTION: BARRED FROM SPECIFIC AREA 
ON CAMPUS: JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION 
(REMAINDER OF FSEMESTER PLUS TWO 
SEMESTERS) 
DATE: 4113/ 1985 
ALLEGATION: HARASSMENT: REFUSING TO 
IDENTFY ONESELF OR SHOW PROPER UNI-
VERSITY IDENTIFICATIONL: INFRACTION OF 
STATE LAWS ON DRINGING (UNDERAGE) 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY) : DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): 
DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): WORK WITH HALi DIRECTOR 
SANCTION: DISCIPLIINARY PROBATION (SPE. 
CIAL CONDITIONS) 
RESIDENTIAL BOARD 
DATE: 10/05/ 1984 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI· 
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE 
REGULATIONS· OBJECTS THROWN FROM 
WINDOWS. 
ACCUSER: RESI::>fNT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDAT10N: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDl:.R OF SEMESTER): DISCIPLI· 
NARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES. 
TERJ 
SANCTION: SERVICE PROJECT: DISCIPLI-
NARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES· 
TER): JEOPARDY OF RELOCATION (REMAIND· 
ER OF SEMESTER) 
DATE: 11/03/1984 
ALLEGATION: DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE, DE-
FACEMENT OF PROPERTY 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF EVIC-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): RESTITU-
TION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY"): 
SERVICE PROJECT . 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): WRITTEN PAP· 
ER/COMMUNITY PROJECT: DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER or SEMESTER) 
DATE: 11/11/1984 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE 
REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSfSTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: RESTITUTION (IN-
CLUDES " LETTER OF APOLOGY"): SERVICE 
PROJECT 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): SERVICE PROJECT 
DATE: 11/11/1984 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: NONE 
DATE: 11/ 11/1984 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE 
REGULATIONS. 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: RESTITUTION (IN· 
CLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY"): SERVICE 
PROJECT 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): SERVICE PROJECT 
DATE: 11/11/1984 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE 
REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: RESTITUTION (IN· 




ALLEGATION : FALSE FIRE 
ALARMS/REPORTS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: NO CONTEST • 
RECOMMENDATION: RESTITUTION {IN-
CLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY"): DISCIPLl-
NARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES-
TER PLUS ONE SEMESTER): MISCELLANEOUS 
MEETINGS • COUNSELING AND TESTING, 
ADVISORS, HALL DIRECTORS, ETC., WORK-
SHOPS 
SANCTION: RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LET-
TER OF APOLOGY"): WORK PROJECTS WITH 
POLICE: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (REMAINER 
OF SEMESTER PLUS_ ONE SEMESTER) 
DATE: 11/21/1984 
ALLEGATION: FAILURE TO RESPOND: VER-
BAL ABUSE AGAINST STAFF: DISTURBING 
THE PEACE: GUESTS: UNAUTHORIZED DRINK-
ING 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO 
SEMESTERS) 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMES-
TERS) 
DATE: 12/ 00/1984 
ALLEGATION: UNAUTHORIZED REMOVAL 
OF PROPERTY . 
ACCUSER: HALL DtRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): WORK PROJECTS WITH POLICE 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SE!-{ES-
TER): WORK PROJECTS WITH POLICE 
DATE: 12/ 01 / 1984 
ALLEGATION: DRINKING IN PUBLIC: ALCO-
HOL USE REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY). AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: SERVICE PROJECT: BE-
HAVIOR CONTRACT: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAI.NDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: LETTER OF CENSURE: BEHAVIOR 
CONTRACT: SERVICE PROJECT 
DATE: 12/ 06/ 1984 
ALLEGATION: TRESPASSING (GENERAL UNI-
VERSITY PROPERTY) : VERBAL ABUSE 
AGAINST STAFF: TWO OR MORE ACTS: DRUN-
KENNESS : ALCOHOL USE Rf:GULATIONS : 
DISTURBING THE PEACE 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): 
DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: LETTER OF CENSURE: RESTITU-
TION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY"): 
ALCOHOL EDUCATION WORKSHOP REFER-
RAL: SERVICE PROJECT 
DATE: 12/06/1984 
ALLEGATION: DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE, DE-
FACEMENT OF PROPERTY: VERBAL ABUSE 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEI\: AGREE {GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): SERVICE 
PROJECT: MISCELLANEOUS MEETINGS · 
COUNSELING AND TESTING, ADVISORS, 
HAU DIRECTORS, ETC., WORKSHOPS 
SANCTION: SERVICE PROJECT: LETTER OF 
CENSURE: MISCELLANEOUS MEETINGS . 
COUNSELING AND TESTING, ADVISORS, 
HALL DIRECTORS, ETC., WORKSHOPS: RES-
TITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOL-
OGY") 
DATE: 12/13/1984 
ALLEGATION: DISTURBING THE PEACE 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: LETTER OF CENSURE: 
DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF 
SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: SERVICE PROJECT 
DATE: 12/13/1984 
ALLEGATION: FAILURE TO ABIDE BY CON-
DITIONS OF OCCUPANCY IN RESIDENCE 
HALLS: DISTURBING THE PEACE 
ACCUSER: OTHER 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): DISCIPLI-




ALLEGATION: UNAUTHORIZED REMOVAL 
OF PROPERTY: POSSESSION OF DRUGS: 
ACTING IN CONCERT 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
DATE: 12/20/1984 
ALLEGATION: POSSESSION OF DRUGS: ACT-
ING IN CONCERT 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): NO CONTEST 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): DISCIPLI-
NARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES-
TER) 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (SPE-
CIAL CONDITIONS) 
DATE: 12/20/1984 
ALLEGATION: POSSESSION OF DRUGS: ACT-
ING IN CONCERT 
ACCUSER: HALL DlttECTOR 
PLEA: NO CONTEST: NO CONTEST 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (SPE-
CIAL CONDITIONS) 
DATE: 1/21/1986 
ALLEGATION: ACTING IN CONCERT: FUR-
NISHING FALSE INFORMATION WITH INTENT 
TO DECEIVE: REFUSING TO INDENTIFY ONE-
SELF OR SHOW PROPER UNIVERSITY IDEN-
TIFICATION 
ACCUSER: HAU DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: ALCOHOL EDUCATION 
WORKSHOP REFERRAL: BARRED FROM SPE-
CIFIC AREA ON CAMPUS 
SANCTION: RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LET-
TEij OF APOLOGY"): SERVICE PROJECT: 
BARRED FROM SPECIFIC AREA ON CAMPUS: 
DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF 
SEMESTER) 
DATE: 1/ 22/1985 
ALLEGATION: ACTING IN CONCERT 
ACCUSER: UNIVERSITY POLICE 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: LETTER OF CENSURE: 
BARRED FROM SPECIFIC AREA ON CAMPUS 
SANCTION: NONE 
DATE: l/22/ 198S 
ALLEGATION: VERBAL ABUSE AGAINST 
STAFF· DRUNKENESS: DISTURBING THE 
PEACE • 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY) ' 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: JEbPARY OF EVI~TION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): SERVICE PROJECT: 
RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOL-
OGY" ) 
DATE: l/ll/ 1985 
ALLEGATION: REFUSING TO IDENTIFY ONE-
SELF OR SHOW PROPER UNIVERSITY IDEN· 
TIFICATION 
ACCUSER: UNIVERSITY POLICE 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: LETTER OF CENSURE: 
BARRED FROM SPECIFIC AREA ON CAMPUS 
SANCTION: NONE 
DATE: 1/26/1985 
ALLEGATION: POSSESSION OF bRUGS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENUAllUN: DISCIPLINARTY PRO· 
BATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER P.LUS 
TWO SEMESTERS) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE· 
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES· 
TER) 
DATE: 1127/1985 
ALLEGATION: UNAUTHORIZED DRINKING· 
ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS: FURNISHING 
FALSE INFORMATION WITH INTENT TO DE· 
CEIVE: VERBAL ABUSE: FAIL URE TO RE· 
SPOND . 
ACCUSER: HAU DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE 
(GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: BARRED FROM SPECIF~ 
IC AREA ON CAMPuS: DISCIPLINARY PRO· 
BATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 
TWO SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE· 
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMES-
TER): BARRED FROM SEPCIFIC AREA ON 
CAMPUS 
DATE: 2/02/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE 
REGUALTIONS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF RELO· 
CATION !REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 
ONE SEMESTER) . WRITTEN PAP -
ER/COMMUNITY PROJECT 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF RELOCATION 
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): ALCOHOL ED-
UCATION WORKSHOP REFERRAL: WRITTEN 
PAPER/COMMUNITY PROJECT: WRITTEN 
PAPER/COMMUNITY PROJECT 
DATE: 2/05/1985 
ALLEGATION: DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE, DE· 
FACEMENT OF PROPERTY 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: RELOCATION: JEO· 
PARDY OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SE-
MESTER) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE· 
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMES-
TERS) 
DATE: 2/08/1985 
ALLEGATION: DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE, DE· 
FACEMENT OF PROPERTY: UNAUTHORIZED 
REMOVAL OF PROPERTY: OBSTRUCTION OF 
OTHERS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: DISAGREE {NOT GUILiY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: RELOCATION: JEO· 
PARDY OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SE· 
MESTER) . 
SANCTION: SERVICE PROJECT: JEOPARDY 
OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
DATE: 2/25/1985 
ALLEGA TION:HARASSMENT: PHYSICAL AS· 
SAULT: RESPECT FOR OTHERS: HAZING 
ACCUSER: STUDENT 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): 
DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMES-
TERS) 
DATE: 3/02/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI· 
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: GUESTS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY)-
AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF EVIC· 
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): WORK 
WITH HAU DIRECTOR 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE· 
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER): SERVICE PROJECT 
DATE: 3/02/1985 
ALLEGATION: DRUNKENNESS: ALCOHOL 
USE REGULATIONS: INTERFERENCE WITH 
UNIVERSITY OR CIVIL AUTHORITIES: FAIL· 
URE TO REPORT HAZARDOUS/SERIOUS IN-
CIDENTS: FAILURE TO ADHERE OT SPECIFIC 
REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE 
(GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF EVIC-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO 
SEMESTERS): ~ESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LET-
TER OF APOLOGY"): ALCOHOL EDUCATION 
WORKSHOP REFERRAL 
SANCTION: WRITTEN PAPER/COMMUNITY 
PROJECT: RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER 
OF APOLOGY"): JEOPARDY OF EVICTION 
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SE· 
MESTER) 
DATE: 3/08/1985 
AU.EGATION: ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS: 
INFRACTION OF STATE LAWS ON DRINKING 
(UNDERAGE): ACTING IN CONCERT 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): AGREE 
(GUILTY): NO CONTEST 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF EVIC· 
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO 
SEMESTERS) 
_ SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE· 
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): JEOPARDY OF 
RELOCATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER): DISCIPLINARY PRO-
BATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 
TWO SEMESTERS) 
BATE: 3/08/1985 
ALLEGATION: ACTING IN CONCERT: ALCO-
HOL USE REGULATIONS: INFRACTION OF 
OTHER UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISP. PROB. NEXT SE-
MESTER: DISP. PROB. NEXT SEMESTER 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): JEOPARDY OF 
RELOCATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER) 
DATE: 3/08/1985 
ALLEGATION: ACTING IN CONCERT: INFRAC-
TION OF STATE LAWS ON DRINKING (UNDER-
AGE) : ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS: HA-
RASSMENT 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: NO CONTEST: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): 
DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): NO CONTEST 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (SPECIAL CONDmONS) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER): DISCIPLINARY PROBATION. (REMAIND-
E1t OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMESTERS) 
DATE: 3/08/198S 
ALLEGATION: ACTING IN CONCERT: INFRAC-
TION OF OTHER UNIVERSITY DRINKING 
RULES: ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT 
GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISP. PROBATION NEXT 
SEMESTER: DISP. PROB. NEXT SEMESTER: 
JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF 
SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): JEOPARDY OF 
RELOCATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER) 
DATE: 3/08/1985 
ALLEGATION: ACTING IN CONCERT~ ALCO-
HOL USE REGULATIONS: INFRACTION OF 
OTHER UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (SPECIAL CONDITIONS) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): JEOPARDY OF 
RELOCATIONN (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER) 
DATE: 3/08/1985 
ALLEGATION: ACTING IN CONCERT: INFRAC-
TION OF OTHER UNIVERSITY DRINKING 
RULES: ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF RELO-




ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO 
SEMESTERS):L SERVICE PROJECT: JEOPARDY 
OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): WORK WITH HALL 
DIRECTOR: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMES-
TERS) 
DATE: 4/04/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF STATE LAWS 
ON DRINKING (UNDERAGE): POSSESSION OF 
DRUGS: POSSESSION OF WEAPONS WITH-
OUT PERMISSION: ALCOHOL USE REGULA-
TIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER) 
DATE: 4/04/1985 
ALLEGATION: DRINKING IN PUBLIC 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: EVICTION 
SANCTION: EVICTION: PERSONA NON GRA-
TUS STATUS THROUGHT THE UNIVERSITY 
DATE: 4/0711985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE 
REGUALTIONS: TAMPERING WITH FIRESAFE-
TY EQUIPMENT AND/OR UNATHORIZED 
REMOVAL 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) : 
DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: NONE 
DATE: 4/07/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE 
REGULATIONS: TAMPERING WITH FIRESAFE-
TY EQUIPMENT AND/OR UNAUTHORIZED 
REMOVAL 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER) 
DATE: 4/10/1985 
ALLEGATION: UNAUTHORIZED DRINKING: 
ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS: FAILURE TO 
COMPLY WITH JUDICIAL DECISIONS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 




ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE 
REGUATIONS: REFUSING TO IDENTIFY ONE-
SELF OR SHOW PROPER UNIVERSITY IDEN-
TIFICATION: TAMPERING, ALTERING, FORG-
ING OR FALSIFYING UNIVERSITY RECORDS 
OR DOCUMENTS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): NO CONTEST: 
DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT 
GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF EVIC-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMES-
TERS): JEOPARDY OF RELOGATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER) 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1985 
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF STUDENTS 
DATE: 2110/1985 
ALLEGATION: ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS: 
INFRACTION OF STATELAWS ON DRINKING 
(UNDERAGE): TAMPERING WITH FIRE-
SAFETY EQUIPMENT AND/OR UN.ATHO-
RIZED REMOVAL 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): SEVICE PROJECT 
DATE: 3/02/1985 
ALLEGATION: DRUNKENESS: ALCOHOL USE 
REGULATIONS: FAILURE TO ADHERE TO 
SPECIFIC REGUALTIONS: DISTURBING THE 
PEACE 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF EVIC-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER: ALCOHOL 
EDUCATION WORKSHOP REFERRAL: RELO-
CATION 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): ALCOHOL EDUCA-
TION WORKSHOP REFERRAL: RELOCATION 
DATE: 3/31/1985 
ALLEGATION: FIREWORKS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 




ALLEGATION: DISTURBING THE PEACE: RE-
SPECT FOR OTHERS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF SUSPEN-
SION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): JEO-
PARDY OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SE-
MESTER) : DISCIPLINARY PROBATION 
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO-SEMES-
TERS): BARRED FROM SPECIFIC AREA ON 
CAMPUS 
DATE: 4/27/1985 
ALLEGATION: DISTURBING THE PEACE: VI-
OLATING RULES WHILE UNDER SANCTION: 
RESPECT FOR OTHERS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY) . 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER) : OISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER) 
DATE: 4/2711985 
ALLEGATION: DISTURBING THE PEACE: RE-
SPECT FOR OTHERS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER) 
DATE: 5/04/1985 
ALLEGATION: FAILURE TO ABIDE BY CON-
DITIONS OF OCCUPANCY IN RESIDENCE 
HALLS 
ACCUSER: OTHER 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF SUSPEN-
SION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTERr. DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER) 
DATE: 5/10/1985 
ALLEGATION: VERBAL ABUSE AGAINST 
STAFF: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNIVERSITY 
DRINKING RULES: INTERFERENCE WITH UNI-
VERSITY OR CIVIL AUTHORITIES: SPECIFIC 
HEALTH AND SAFETY REGUALTIONS: GU-
ESTS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): NQ CONTEST: 
NO CONTEST: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: RESTITUTION (INCLUJ:?ES "LET-
TER OF APOLOGY"): DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER: BARRED FROM SPECIFIC AREA 
ON CAMPUS 
DATE: 5/10/1985 
ALLEGATION: DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE, DE-
FACEMENT OF PROPERTY: DISTURBING THE 
PEACE 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: RESTITUTION (IN -
CLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY"): JEOPARDY 
OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMES-
TER) : BARRED FROM SPECIFIC AREA ON 
CAMPUS 
SANCTION: RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LET-
TER OF APOLOGY") 
DATE: 5/11/1985 
ALLEGATION : FALSE FIRE 
ALARMS/REPORTS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: RESTITUTION (IN-
CLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY"): JEOPARDY 
OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS TWO SEMESTERS) 
SANCTION: RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LET-
TER OF APOLOGY"): JEOPARDY OF EVICTION 
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO S.E-
MESTERS) 
DATE: 5/14/1985 
ALLEGATION: VERBAL ABUSE AGAINST 
STAFF: HARASSMENT: UNAUTHORIZED 
DRINKING: ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS : 
GUESTS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) : 
AGREE ( GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE 
(GUILTY): AGREE ( GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISP PROBATION NEXT 
SEMESTER: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMES-
TERS) 
SANCTION: DISP PROBATION NEXT SEMES-
TER 
AREA I HEARING OFFICER 
DATE: 1120/ 1985 
ALLEGATION: FAILURE TO ADHERE TO SPE-
CIFIC REGULATIONS: ALCOHOL USE REG-
ULATIONS: DRINKING IN PUBLIC 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: RELOCATION: BARRED 
FROM SPECIFIC AREA ON CAMPUS: ALCHO-
HOL EDUCATION WORKSHOP REFERRAL 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF RELOCATION 
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): ALCOHOL ED-
UCATION WORKSHOP REFERRAL: WORK 
WITH HALL DIRECTOR 
DATE: 1/28/1985 
ILLIGITION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNIVER-
SITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE REG-
ULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) : AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
DATE: 1/28/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE 
REGULATION: OBJECTS THROWN FROM WIN-
DOWS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY) . 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
DATE: 2/02/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE 
REGULATIONS : OBJECTS THROWN FROM 
WINDOWS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO 
SEMESTERS): JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER): WORK WITH HALL DIRECTOR 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
M.AINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMES-
TERS): JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (REMAINDER 
OF SEMESTER): WORK WITH HALL DIRECTOR 
DATE: 2/15/1985 
ALLEGATION: POSSESSION OF DRUGS: ACT-
ING IN CONCERT 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE !GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO 
SEMESTERS) 
SANCTION: .DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMES-
TERS) 
DATE: 2/10/1985 
ALLEGATION: POSSESSION OF FIREWORKS 
OR EXPLOSIVES 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF EVIC-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): JEOPARDY OF 
RELOCATION (REMAINDER.OF SEMESTER) 
DATE: 2/15/1985 
ALLEGATION: FIREWORKS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GULTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF EVIC-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) • 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): WRITTEN PAP-
ER/COMMUNITY PROJECT 
DATE: 2121/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): ALCOHOL 
EDUCATION WORKSHOP REFERRAL 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
DATE: 2121/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): ALCOHOL 
EDUCATIONWORKSHOP REFERRAL 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER) • 
DATE: 3/12/1985 
ALLEGATION: POSSESSION OF DRUGS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO 
SEMESTERS): ALCOHOL EDUCATION WORK-
SHOP REFERRAL 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): JEOPARDY OF 
EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 
ONE SEMESTER) 
DATE: 3/15/1985 
ALLEGATION: UNAUTHORIZED REMOVAL 
OF PROPERTY 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): ALCOHOL 
EDUCATION WORKSHOP REFERRAL 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION C~E­
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER) 
D~TE: 3/15/1985 
ALLEGATION: UNAUTHORIZED REMOVAL 
OF PROPERTY 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): ALCOHOL 
EDUCATION WORKSHOP REFERRAL 
SANCTION: Nq_NE 
DATE: 3/30/1985 
ALLEGATION: FAILURE TO RESPOND 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): NO CONTEST 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINbER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LET-
TER OF APOLOGY") 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMES-
TERS): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF 
APOLOGY") 
DATE: 4/11/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LET-
TER OF APOLOGY") 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES· 
TER) 
DATE: 4/20/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES : ALCOHOL USE 
REGULATIONS : VIOLATING RULES WHILE 
UNDER SANCTION 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY): DIAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: EVICTION: RESTITU-
TION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY") 
SANCTION: EVICTION 
DATE: 4/20/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE 
REGULATIONS: VIOLATING RULES WHILE 
UNDER SANCTION 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY): .DISAGREE <NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: EVICTION: RESTITU-
TION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY") 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER) 
DATE: 4122/1985 
ALLEGATION: POSSESSION OF DRUGS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LET-
TER OF APOLOGY") 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER) . 
DATE: 4/22/1985 
ALLEGATION: POSSESSION OF DRUGS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LET-
TER OF APOLOGY") 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER) 
DATE: 4/22/1985 
ALLEGATION: POSSESSION OF DRUGS 
ACCUSER; RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LET-
TER OF APOLOGY") 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER) 
DATE: 4/27 /1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY D,RINKING RULES 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) • 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LET-
TER OF APOLOGY") 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER) 
DATE: 5/11/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE {GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LET-
TER OF APOLOGY") 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES-
TER) ' 
AREA 11 HEARING OFFICER 
DATE: 12/09/1984 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF STATE LAWS 
ON DRINKING (UNDERAGE): ALCOHOL USE 
REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: SERVICE PROJECT 
SANCTION:SERVICE PROJECT: DISCIPLI-
NARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES-
TER PLUS TWO SEMESTERS) 
DATE: 12/21/1984 
ALLtGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: INFRACTION OF 
STATE LAWS ON DRINKING (UNDERAGE): 
ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: LETTER OF'CENSURE 
SANCTION: LETTER OF CENSURE 
DATE: 1/20/1985 
ALLEGATION: DISTURBING THE PEACE: UN-
AUTHORIZED DRINKING 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: NO PLEA (NOLO): NO PLEA CNOLO) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER): SERVICE PROJECT 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMES- . • 
TER): SERVICE PROJECT 
DATE: 1/21/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: FURNISHING 
FALSE INFORMATION WITH INTENT TO DE-
CEIVE-
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): SERVICE PROJECT 
DATE: 1/21/1985 . 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE 
REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): SERVICE PROJECT 
DATE: 2109/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: ALCOHOL USE 
REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMjS-
TERS) 
DATE: 2/16/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF STATE LAWS 
ON DRINKING (UNDERAGE): FIGHTINa 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUtLTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: ALCOHOL EDUCATION 
WORKSHOP REFERRAL: LETTER OF CENSURE: 
RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOL-
OGY") 
SANCTION: ALCOHOL EDUCATION WORK-
SHOP REFERRAL: LETIER OF CENSURE: RES· 
TITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOL-
OGY") 
DATE: 2/21/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTHER UNI-
VERSITY DRINKING RULES: INFRACTION OF 
STATE LAWS ON DRINKING (UNDERAGE) : 
ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PAGE TWENTY-ONE 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILT'{): DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOr.tMENDATION: LETTER OF CENSURE 
SAN~TION: LETTER OF CENSURE 
DATE: 3/10/1985 
ALLEGATION: UNAUTHORIZED REMOVAL 
OF PROPERTY: VIOLATION RULES WHILE 
UNDER SANCTION: TWO OR MORE ACTS 
ACCUSER: UNIVERSITY POLICE 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE {GUILTY): 
AGREE (GUILTY) ' 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF SUSPEN-
SION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION {RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER): ALCOHOL EDUCA-
TION WORKSHOP REFERRAL: RESTITUTION 
(INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY") 
AREA Ill HEARING OFFICER 
DATE: 10/26/1984 
ALLEGATION: INTERFERENCE WITH 
UNIVERSITY OR CIVIL AUTHQRITIES: 
ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 




SANCTION: SERVICE PROJECT 
DATE: 10/30/1984 
ALLEGATION: DISTURBING THE 
PEACE: ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 




SANCTION: SERVICE PROJECT: VER-
BAL WARNING 
DATE: 12101/1984 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF STATE 
LAWS ON DRINKING (UNDERAGE): 
ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): A~REE 
(GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES-
TER): SERVICE PROJECT 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): 
SERVICE PROJECT 
DATE: 12/06/1984 
ALLEGATION: ALCOHOL USE REGU-
LATIONS: GUESTS: STUDY /QUIET 
HOURS: EXCESSIVE DRINKING 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE 
(GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) : AGREE 
(GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES-
TER PLUS ONE SEMESTER): SERVICE 
PROJECT 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER) 
DATE: 12/06/1984 
ALLEGATION: ALCOHOL USE REGU-
LATIONS: GUESTS: STUDY /QUIET 
HOURS: EXCESSIVE DRINKING 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) : AGREE 
(GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE 
(GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES-
TER PLUS ONE SEMESTER): SERVICE 
PROJECT 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER) 
DATE: 12/18/1984 
ALLEGATION: FURNISHING FALSE 
INFORMATION WITH INTENT TO DE-
CEIVE: UNAUTHORIZED DRINKING: 
ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE 
(GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISP PROBA-
TION NEXT SEMESTER: SERVICE PR 
JECT 
SANCTION: DISP PROBATION NEXT 
SEMESTER 
DATE: 1128/1985 
ALLEGATION: POSSESSION OF 
DRUGS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES-
TER PLUS TWO SEMESTERS): JEO-
PARDY OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF 
SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS TWO SEMESTERS): JEOPARDY 
OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SE-
MESTER PLUS TWO SEMESTERS) 
DATE: 1/29/1985 
ALLEGATION: DRUNKENESS: DIS-
TURBING THE PEACE 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) : AGREE 
(GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: RESTITUTION 
(INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY"): 
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UNH baseball squad takes three of four games 
By Paul Tolme 
It was an extremely busy 
weekend, for. the UNH Wildcats 
baseball team. The Wildcats 
swept St. Joseph's College, in 
a Saturday double-header, but 
had the br_ooms yanked from 
their hands, when an attempted 
weekend sweep was stopped by 
New Hampshire College, in the 
second game on Sunday. 
Saturday's lineup consisted 
mostly of team hopefuls. "Jon 
Hoadley and Scott Chilson were 
the only players who had ever 
played spring college ball," said 
Coach Ted Conner. It was a 
proving ground, for try-outs to 
show themselves worthy of the 
spring team. 
In the first game, the Wildcats 
erased a one run defkit in the 
bottorp of the first, when Hoad-
ley sliced an opposite field 
double to left. A b~uncing ball 
up the middle then scored 
Hoadley. · 
Four errors by St. Joes had the 
Wildcat baserunpers taking 
track practice around the base-
p at h s in the third. UNH 
squeezed four runs out of three 
hits and one sacrifice, as St. Joe's 
looked inexperienced. 
But St. Joes .kept the game 
close, and when they tied the 
score at seven, in the seventh, 
the Cats were forced to claw 
back. With a runner on third, 
and one out, Bob Thibeault 
slashed a single to right for a 
game-winning RBI, and 8-7 
UNH victory. 
In the second game, UNH 
batters abused the St. Joes 
pitcher for four runs in the first 
inning. That was all the Wild-
cats needed, winning 10-3. 
The lone bright spot in the 
St. Joes offense came in the 
second inning, when a solo 
homerun was smashed off the 
shed behind the fence in left. 
UNH pitchers did an ade-
quate job on the sunny after-
noon, scattering 18 hits. Mean-
while, the hitters totalled 23 
hits, including six doubles, and 
two triples. 
"Everybody did well, and it 
was encouraging to win two," 
said Conner. "It was a learning 
experience, and was good for 
us." 
Before Sunday's double-
header with the New Hamp-
shire College Penmen, Conner 
jokingly said the .Cats would 
probably lose both games, now 
that the "big guns" were play-
ing, referring to his lineup of 
veterans. He was half right. 
UNH won the first, 7 ~4, but lost 
the second, 5-3. 
Darren Marcou dropped a 
single in front of the right 
fielder, driving in Hoadley from 
third, for a one run lead after 
one inning. In the second, UNH 
right fielder Steve Schuler 
scratched out a run with some 
aggressive baserunning. After 
walking, Schuler stole second, 
and took third on an infield 
groundout. Taking a big lead 
off of third, Schuler lured a 
throw from the NHC catcher. 
The ball hit diving Schuler on 
the leg and bounded away, 
giving Steve homeplate. 
The Wildcats made it 3-0 in 
the third, thanks to a bases-
loaded walk. But the decisive 
runs scored in the fifth inning, 
thanks to the Penmen's short-
stop. 
The first two UNH batters 
walked; and were sacrificed 
ahead. Shortstop Bobby Barrett 
then bounced a ball to the 
Penmen's shortstop, who threw 
wildly past first, bringing in two 
Wildcats, and providing the 
winning run. 
"We were in control the 
whole first game," said coach 
Conner. But as the afternoon 
air chilled, so did the UNH bats, 
and the Cats were put to sleep. 
"We kept it close the second 
game. If it hadn't been for the 
squeeze play, we might have had 
a shot," said Conner referring 
to a suicide squeeze the Penmen 
successfully pulled, on which 
there was some confusion be-
tween the UNH pitcher, and 
catcher. UNH was down by only 
one run in the seventh, when 
the squeeze occured. 
Conner evaluated the after-
noon: "They're a good team, 
with a lot of scholarships (UNH 
has none). I'm happy with our 
oerformanre." 
Everybody had to be happy 
with Hoadley's performance. 
He had a torrid weekend at the 
plate, preying on the opposi-
tion's pitching for seven hard 
hits in 11 times at bat. 
UConn stops women's soccer 
By Steve Langevin 
Despite playing its best game 
of the season the UNH women's 
soccer team dropped a 5-0 
decision ot the University of 
Connecticut in Storrs, CT, Sat-
urday. UConn is ranked second 
in New England and sixth 
nationally. 
"The score· doesn't show how 
well we.played," said UNH head 
coach Marjorie Anderson. "Our 
passing and teamwork has im-
proved a lot." 
Although the score was 5-0 
the evenness of the game was 
shown in the shots on goals 
which were only 18 to 11 in 
UConn's favor and in the 
number of corners where UNH 
came out on top two to one. 
UConn used a quick passing 
attack and strong individual play 
to take a 2-0 lead in the first half. 
Cathy Shankweiler opened the 
scoring 16: 18 into the game, 
assisted by Shelly McElroy, and 
Sharon Arnold increased the 
lead to two at 29:24. 
"UConn was stronger phys-
ically than us and beat us to a 
lot of balls," said Coach And-
erson, "but most of their goals 
were on one-on-one plays. We 
were pleased they had to work 
hard for every goal they got." 
In the second half UConn 
continued to pull away, getting 
goals from Missy Morrone, Lisa 
Jones and Jenn.Her Kennedy. 
Wildcat net minder Janene 
Tilden finished the game with 
15 saves while Connecticut's 
goalie turned away nine UNH 
shots. 
Things won't get any easier 
in the near future for the UNH 
women (2-1) as their next two 
games are also against national-
ly ranked teams. They host 
Harvard today at 3:30 pm on 
the Death Valley field and 
Saturday they travel to Boston 
Coll~e. 
"We're going to nave our 
work cut out for us," said 
Anderson. 
---FIELD HOCKEY--• 
(continued from page 24) 
UNH' s one in both stanzas of 
play, crucial break-ups by the 
Wildcat defense kept the Haw-
keyes at bay. 
"In the overtime, we were 
sluggish," Geromini said. "We 
just didn't play possession ball 
at all." 
UNH next takes on Holy 
Cross today in Worcester before 
facing perennial opponent 
UConn Saturday in Storrs, CT. 
The Wildcats defeated the Cru-
saders 8-0 in play last year, yet 
according to Geromini, it will 
be a good game for UNH. 
----·CONTINUED UNIVERSITY JUDICIAL SYSTEM----. 
SANCTION: RESTITUTION (INCLUDES 
"LETTER OF APOLOGY") : DISCIPLI· 




OVAL OF PROPERTY 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES· 
TER PLUS ONE SEMESTER): WORK 
PROJECTS WITH POLICE: WRITTEN 
PAPER/COMMUNITY PROJECT 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA· 
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER): WORK PRO· 




OVAL OF PROPERTY 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES-
TER PLUS ONE SEMESTER): WORK 
PROJECTS WITH POLICE: WRITTEN 
PAPER/COMMUNITY PROJECT 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA· 
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER): WORK PRO-
JECTS WITH POLICE: WRITTEN PAP-
ER/COMMUNITY PROJECT 
DATE: 2/05/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTH-
ER UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES: 
HARASSMENT 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE 
(GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES-
TER PLUS ONE SEMESTER) 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SE~ESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER) 
DATE: 2/10/1985 
ALLEGATION: DISTURBING THE 
PEACE 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES-
TER PLUS ONE SEMESTER): WORK 
WITH HALL DIRECTOR 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): 
WORK WITH HALL DIRECTOR 
DATE: 2/13/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF STATE 
LAWS ON DRINKING (UNDERAGE): 
ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE 
(GUILTY): 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: ALCOHOL EDUCATION 
WORISHOP REFERRAL: JEOPARDY 
OF RELOCATION (REMAINDER OF 
SEMESTER) 
DATE: 3/01/1985 
ALLEGATION: DRUNKENESS: LEWD 
OR INDECENT BEHAVIOR: TWO OR 
MORE ACTS 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) : AGREE 
(GUILTY) : AGREE 
(GUILTY)RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: ALCOHOL EDUCATION 
WORKSHOP REFERRAL: WORK WITH 
HALL DIRECTOR: LETTER OF CEN-
SURE 
DATE: 3/01/1985 
ALLEGATION: FIGHTING: PHYSICAL 
ASSAULT 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) : AGREE 
(GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF 
RELOCATION (REMAINDER OF SE· 
MESTER): ALCOHOL EDUCATION 
WORKSHOP REFERRAL: WORK WITH 
HALL DIRECTOR 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF RELOCA· 
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER) 
DATE: 3/01/1985 
ALLEGATION: FIGHTING: PHYSICAL 
ASSAULT 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) : AGREE 
(GlJILTY) 
RECQMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF 
RELOCATION (REMAINDER OF SE-
MESTER) 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF RELOCA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS ONE SEMESTER) 
DATE:3/28/1985 
ALLEGATION: POSSESSION OF FIRE-
WORKS OR EXPLOSIVES: FURNISH-
ING FALSE INFORMATION WITH IN· 
TENT TO DECEIVE 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) : AGREE 
(GUILTY) 
RECOM.MENDATION: SERVICE PRO-
JECT: LETTER OF WARNING 
SANCTION: SERVICE PROJECT: LET· 
TER OF WARNING 
DATE: 3/28/1985 
ALLEGATION: HARASSMENT: REFUS-
ING TO IDENTIFY ONESELF OR SHOW 
PROPER UNfvERSITY IDENTIFICA-
TION: DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE, DE-
FACEMENT OF PROPERTY: DRINKING 
IN PUBLIC 
ACCUSER: RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DIS-
AGREE (NOT GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT 
GUILTY): DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (SPECIAL CONDITIONS): 
LETIER OF WARNING 
SANCTION: LETIER OF CENSURE 
DATE: 4/13/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTH-
ER UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES: 
ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS: FAIL-
URE TO EVACUATE 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE 




ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTH· 
ER UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES: 
ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS: FAIL-
URE TO EVACUATE 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): AGREE 
(GUILTY): AGREE (GUILT¥) 
RECOMMENDATION: NON,E 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (SPECIAL CONDITIONS): WORK 
WITH HALL DIRECTOR 
DATE: 4/15/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTH-
ER UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES· 
TER): SERVICE PROJECT: WORK WITH 
HALL DIRECTOR 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER): 
SERVICE PROJECT: WORK WITH HALL 
DIRECTOR 
DATE: 4/15/1985 
ALLEGATION: INFRACTION OF OTH· 
ER UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY 
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMES-
TER): SERVICE PROJECT: WORK WITH 
HALL DIRECTOR 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTE~) : 




SPECT FOR OTHERS: CREATING FIRE 
HAZARDS - FLAMMABLES 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): DIS-






SPECT FOR OTHERS: CREATING FIRE 
HAZARDS - FLAMMABL'ES 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: DISAGREE (NOT GUILTY): ms. 




TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER 
PLUS TWO SEMESTERS): JEOPARDY 
OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SE. 
MESTER PLUS ONE SEMESTER) 
DATE: 9/14/1984 
ALLEGATION: VERBAL ABUSE 
AGAINST STAFF: HARASSMENT: FAIL-
URE TO RESPOND 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE (GUILTY): DISAGREE 
(NOT GUILTY): AGREE (GUILTY) 
RECOMMENDATiON: RESTI'."UION (IN-
CLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY"): 
DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE-
MAINDER OF SEMESTER): DISCIPLI-
NARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF 
SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMESTERS) 
SANCTION: RESTITUTION (INCLUDES 
"LETTER OF APOLOGY"): DISCIPLI-
NARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF 
SEMESTER) 
UNIVERSITY APPEALS BOARD 
DATE: 2/18/85 
ALLEGATION: DRUGS 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE 
'RECOMMENDATION: JEOPARDY OF EVIC-
'flOn 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (REST 
OF THE SEMESTER PLTJS ONE SEMESTER) 




ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREE 
RECOMMENDATION: DISCIPLINARY PROBA-
TION REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE 
SEMESTER. . 
APPEAL ACTION: ORIGINAL DECISION UP-
HELD 
DATE: 2120/85 
ALLEGATION: VERBAL ABUSE; DRUNKEN. 
NESS; INDECENT BEHAVIOR; DISTURBING 
THE PEACE; MISREPRESENTATION; ALCO-
HOLIC BEVERAGES; UNDERAGE DRINKING 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREED -
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: DISCIPLINARY PROBATION REST 
OF SEMESTER PLUS ONE SEMESTER BANNED 
FROM SPECIFIC AREA ON CAMPUS; ALCO. 
HOLIC AWARENESS 
APPEAL ACTION: ORIGINAL DECISION UP-
HELD 
DA TE: 3/06/85 
ALLEGATION: FALSE FIRE ALARM 
ACCUSER: UNIVERSITY POLICE , 
PLEA: AGREE 
RECOMMENDATION: SUSPENSION; REST!. 
TUTION: SERVICE PROJECT . 
SANCTION: SERVICE PROJECT; RESTITUTION; 
BANNED FROM SPECIFIC AREA ON CAMPUS; 
EVICTION; JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION REST 
OF SEMESTER 
APPEAL ACTION: ORIGINAL DECISION UP-
HELD 
DATE: 3127/85 
ALLEGATION: UNDERAGE DRINKING; ALCO-
HOLIC BEVERAGES; VIOLATING UNIVERSITY 
RULES WHILE UNDER SANCTION 




APPEAL ACTION: ORIGINAL DECISION UP. 
HELD 
DEAN'S REVIEW: ORIGINAL DECISION UP-
HELD 
DATE: 2125/85 
ALLEGATION: TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF 
OCCUPANCY: DAMAGE 
ACCUSER: HALL DIRECTOR 
PLEA: AGREED -
RECOMMENDATION: RELOCATION; JEO. 
PARDY OF EVICTION 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE· 
MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS TWO SEMES-
TERS) . 
APPEAL ACTION: ORIGINAL DECISION UP-
HELD 
DATE: 3/11/85 
ALLEGATION: HARASSMENT; RESPECT FOR 
OTHERS; HAZING. 
ACCUSER: OTHER ADMINISTRATION STAFF 
PLEA: DISAGREED; DISAGREED; DISAGREED; 
DISAGREED 
RECOMMENDATION: NONE 
SANCTION: JEOPARDY OF EVICTION 
APPEAL ACTION: ORIGINAL DECISION UP-
HELD 
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Wildcat men's tennis squad trounces Maine 8-1 
By Steve Langevin 
In a welcome breather after 
the mentally and ph¥sically 
exhausting 5-4 win over UMass 
two days earlier, the UNH 
men's tennis team extended its 
unbe.aten record to 4-0 with an 
8-1 victory over the University 
of Maine Black Bears last Friday 
in Durham. 
"It was good to have a matdi 
like this after the UMass 
match," said UNH head coach 
Bob Berry. "The match went 
pretty much as I had expected 
it would) although I didn't know 
who they had for new players." 
The Wildcats clinched a 
match in singles for the third 
time this season by capturing 
five of the six matches. The only 
loss was suffered by number one 
player T.J. Hyman, a 1-6, 7-5, 
6-3 defeat to Maine's Courtney. 
It was Hyman's first loss after 
three victories this season. 
The rest of the Wildcat's 
singles line-up had little trouble 
with their Black Bear oppo-
nents . Dave Hall beat Jim 
Cotton 6-2, 6-2; Shaun Hassett 
beat John Gurino 6-4, 6-1; Dave 
Palumb9 breezed past Tim Ryan 
6-0, 6-1; Christian Seibert 
crushed Stu Ross 6-0, 6-0; and 
Dean LaPierre overcame Mike 
Rosenblall 6-1, 6-4. Palumbo 
and Seibert own perfect 4-0 
records. 
"Chrisitan is the most im-
proved player on the team from 
the time he got here to UNH," 
says Coach Berry. "He's playing 
really well this season." 
Berry is also pleased with the 
progress of first-year player 
LaPierre. "Dean is gaining more 
and more confidence with each 
match~" said Berry. "He is an 
excellent competitor and play-
ing more relaxed now. He has 
handled the situation very well." 
Because of the strong singles 
play Berry was able to try some 
different doubles combinations. 
He moved· Hall up from third 
doubles to play with Hyman at 
first doubles and dropped Has-
sett down to third doubles where 
he teamed with LaPierre. 
The changes were successful 
at least against Maine. as the 
Wildcats swept the three 
matches. Hyman and Hall de-
feated Cotton and Courtnev. 
while Hassett and LaPierre rolled 
to a 6-2, 6-0 win. Also the second 
doubles team of Palumbo and 
Seibert kept its unbeaten record 
(4-0) intact with a 6-2, 6-1 
victory. 
The Wildcats have a chance 
to move up to 5-0 today when 
they host Bentley College at 3 
pm. Last season UNH blanked 
Bentley 9-0. After that match 
UNH travels to play the Uni-
versity of Vermont Thursday 
before playing at the ECAC's 
in New York Friday and Satur-
day. 
Maine defeated by 
tennis women 6-3 
By Steve Langevin in three years. 
Cross-country men third 
The victories keep rolling in 
for the UNH women's tennis 
team, as the Wildcats downed 
the Maine Black Bears 6-3 in 
Orono Saturday, and no one is 
more surprised than UNH head 
coach Russ McCurdy. 
The other singles winners for 
UNH were Kathie Mullen, who 
McCurdy was particularly 
pleased with, Jane Schleisman 
and Deb Dietz. Schleisman's 
victory lifts her season record 
to 3-0. 
By Robert Arsenault 'The heat killed me," he said, 
The men's cross-country team "but Jeremy King liked it. He 
won against UConn on Friday said he felt loose and .relaxed." 
afternoon, but lost to the Uni- King, in fact, was UNH's 
versity of Rhode Island and highest overall finisher in sev-
Providence College. Its record enth place with a time of 24:05 . 
now stands at 1-3. He broke up PC's top five 
'Tm happy we got out of runners-no easy feat-by bear:. 
there with a win," said Coach ing their fifth runner, John 
Jim Boulanger of the meet, - Evans, who finished ninth in 
which was held at UConn. 24:24. King said that, despite 
Both URI and Providence's the quality of the competition 
harriers receive scholarships and the heat, he ran under 
unlike UNH and, therefore, are control. "I like running in the 
difficult to beat. The scoring is heat and I tried to run my own 
most indicative of this as Prov- race," said King. "I didn't try 
idence won with 24 points. URI to key on any of the competition 
was second with 3 7, UNH was and kept to my own race plan. 
third with 85 and UConn was I ran ~onservatively-1 did the 
last with 93. first mile in 4:56-and progres-
The 4.5 mile course at UConn sively worked up from 25th 
was hot and hilly, according to place." 
Scott Rhodes, co-captain of the "It feels good to think I could 
men. run with any team in New 
"It was moderately hilly with England," said King, who beat 
a big hill about two and one Mark Keller of PC, the junior 
quarter miles into it," said national 800m champion of the 
Rhodes. "Going back down that United Kingdom. 
one wa-s hazardous because it Behind King for UNH was 
was so steep." senior Kevin Garceau. Garceau 
Rhodes also said the temper- completed the course in 24:50-
atu.re was 86 degrees and very 14th overall. Twenty-three se-
humid. conds later, junior Jim Mack-
enzie followed Garceau across 
the line in 18th place-his best 
finish for the team this year. 
The biggest surprise of the 
day for UNH, however, was the 
performance turned in by senior 
Brad Laprise, who was 22nd 
overall and fourth for the team 
in 25:31. 
"That was Brad's highest 
finish in four years of cross-
country. I think he's happy that 
he is competitive and contri-
buting to the team," said Coach 
Boulanger. 
Aaron Lessing was the team's 
fifth scorer with 25 :50 and 26th 
place. He was followed by 
sophomore Dan Beauley and 
freshman Tim McNamara in 
27th and 28th place. Behind 
them were Joe Miles and Scott 
Rhodes who ran 26:09 and 26:25 
respectively. . 
Although the men have a 
losing record, Coach Boulanger 
said that "the team accentuated 
the .positives. We weren't dying 
totally at the end of the race. 
It helped me as a coach to see 
them moving up on other peo-
ple." 
'Tm surprised that we are 
doing so well, but I'm also 
impressed with this team," said 
McCurdy. "The freshmen have 
stepped right in and done the 
job and everyone is playing 
hard." 
"The match wasn't as easy as 
the 6-3 score indicated," said 
McCurdy. "The s"ingles matches 
looked a lot closer watching 
them than the scores show, we 
just won the big points as we 
have most of the season." 
UNH's top singles player 
Ami Walsh (3-0) didn't make 
the trip but tl:ie Wildcats still 
won five of the six singles 
matches. Jen Radden took over 
for Walsh at the top spot and 
brought her singles record to 
3-0 (she's 2-0 in doubles) with 
a 6-1, 6-2 win over Anne Mar-
tinson. Also Chris Stanton was 
victorious at the third position, 
dominating Ann Winship 6-2, 
6-0. 
Both Radden and Stanton 
played doubles exclusively last 
year, but both made the tran-
sition well, according to 
McCurdy, who added that this 
was Stanton's first singles match 
The Wildcats only managed 
one victory in the three doubles 
matches which worries 
McCurdy somewhat. However 
continuing their winning ways 
were freshmen Laura Herbert 
and Michele -·Phaneuf who 
teamed at third doubles for their 
fourth win of the season against 
no losses. 
"With the close matches 
we've had," said McCurdy, al-
luding to the two 5-4 wins for 
the Wildcats this season, "get-
ting that win at third doubles 
every time has been very im-
portant. They have done a great 
job for us." 
The Wildcats will have a 
tough time extending their 
unbeaten skein to one more 
match as they travel to Dart-
mouth Thurdsay. The Wildcats 
haven't been much competition 
for Dartmouth over the past few 
seasons but Coach McCurdy has 
seen some encouraging signs 
of that changing. 
Women's x-country wins at Dartmouth 
"Although it will be an uphill 
battle against Dartmouth, the 
talent level between the two 
teams is getting closer each 
year," said McCurdy. "Last year 
w..e lost 8-1 but most of the 
matches went to three sets and 
we should have won more of 
them than we did." 
"We have been practicing a 4 
lot, especially trying to improve 
our ability to play smarter 
tennis, and I'm very pleased 
with the progress we've been 
making,'" said McCurdy. "As I 
looked at the matches being 
played against Maine f noticed 
that most of the mistakes made 
were because of a lack of exe-
cution, not because of shot 
selection." 
By Robert Arsenault 
The hills of Pennsylvania 
served Cindy Defrancesco well 
on Saturday at the Dartmouth 
Cross-country Invitational meet. 
Defrancesco, a freshman from 
Pittsburgh, PA helped UNH 
win the meet. over Keene State, 
Dartmouth and BU by placing 
third for the Wildcats team and 
sixth overall. 
"This was my first taste of 
Pennsylvania in New Hamp-
shire," said Defrancesco in 
reference to the hilly course at 
the Hanover Country Club. 
One hill just prior to the two 
mile mark reduced almost every 
runner to a stagger. Spectators 
standing by the start/ finish line 
at the 11th tee were able to 
·watch the competitors briefly 
as they ran along the cart path 
leading to the hill's base. Two 
minutes later, they passed nearly 
walking within ten feet of the 
spectators as they crested the 
hill, the better runners imme-
diately picking up speed because 
of the strength they had deve-
loped in training. 
Defrancesco said ·the hill 
helped her move up on the team. 
"I worked hard going up that 
hill," she said. "It's where I inade 
up most of my time. The onl} 
difficult part of it was that you 
couldn't see the top of the hill," 
added Defrancesco. 
DeFrancesco's was not the 
only strong performance, how-
ever. All twelve of the UNH 
runners competing beat BU's 
fifth runner. BU's 46 points 
were second to UNH' s 30. 
From the spectator's point 
of view, the meet hardly looked 
as though UNH was winni11:g 
1·he tirst three people to cross 
the finish line all wore Boston 
University's red uniforms, but 1 
only one, Lisa Welch, was ac-
tually competing for the school. 
The winner, Lynn Jennings of 
Athletics West, and the third 
place finisher, Lorna Eddy, both 
ran unattached. 
Because these two were de-
leted in team scoring, UNH 
runners Patti Martin and Liese 
Schaff moved from fifth and 
sixth places overall to third and 
fourth. Martin completed the 
5 ,000 meter course in 17: 51.2 
and Schaff in 17: 5 5 .5 - their first 
sub 18 minute.performance this 
year. 
Behind these two and De-
Francesco were Kaki Seibert and 
freshman Nancy Boulanger. 
Seibert was seventh in 18: 13 and 
Boulanger, the only freshman 
to score in both of UNH' s meets 
thus far, finished in ~8:33.4. 
Senior co-capt;in Sally Per-
kins, who ran to a disappointing 
19th place Saturday, was still 
happy with the team's perfor-
mance because it demonstrated 
depth. 
"It's great,'~ said Perkins. 'Tm 
psyched to know we have good 
depth and that we're consist-
ently tight throughout the li-
neup." In fact, the last UNH 
runner crossed the line 25th out 
I 
of 3 7 competing athletes. 
The women's cross-country 
team will have this weekend off, 
but will travel to Rutgers for 
an Invitational meet on Oct. 5. 
In past years, coach Nancy 
Krueger has taken only eight 
runners to this meet. This year, 
she is intent on taking both a 
varsity and a junior varsity 
squad. 
The start of the Dartmouth Invitational held in Hanover. The UNH women won with B 




By Steve Langevin 
The missed passes, the lack 
of a running game and missed 
opportunities were the reasons 
for the loss to Lafayette a week 
before, but Saturday night at 
Boston University's Nickerson 
Field none of these factors were 
evident in the UNH offense as 
the football Wildcats ran past 
BU, 27-13. 
It was a return to the expected 
for the offense which ground 
out 312 yards rushing, including 
200 yards from All-American 
tailback Andre Garron. 
"Our offensive line complete-
ly controlled the game and we 
got exceptional blocking from 
fullback Mike Shriner," said 
UNH head coach Bill Bowes. 
"Also, Andre had one of his 
better games. He ran well 
outside, making people miss 
him, although he still has to 
improve his inside running." 
UNH quarterback Rich Byrne 
also rebounded from a poor 
showing against Lafayette with 
a solid game, completing seven 
of 12 passes for 88 yards. 
"Richie Byrne came up with 
key passes and timely runs," said 
Bowes. "He came back the way 
we hoped and thought he 
would." 
The game started out as if it 
was going to be another long 
day for the Wildcats as UNH's 
first possession of the game 
ended up with a fumble by 
Garron on UNH' s 40 yardline. 
The Terriers then marched 
down the field with an 11-play 
drive culminating with a seven 
yard touchdown pass from quar-
terback ·Pat Mancini to receiver 
Billy Brooks. . 
"It usually takes us a little 
time to get used to the artificial 
surface," s.a:id Bowes. "It seems 
every year we play there on that 
field BU drives righ.t down the 
field against us the first time 
they get the ball." 
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football squad tames Terriers 
However, UNH's fortunes 
quickly turned as UNH's Tim 
Teevens returned the ensuing 
kickoff to the Wildcat. 34. The 
Wildcats used ten straight run-
ning plays from Garron, his 
backup Scott Perry, and Shriner, 
to score the tying touchdown. 
After a 41 yard field goal by 
BU's Dussell gave the Terriers 
a 10-7 lead early in the second 
quarter a weird interception put 
the Wildcat defense in the hole. 
Byrne's pass, intended for Bill 
Farrell, hit BU defensive back 
Brad Hokin' s helmet, bounced 
back 20 yards in the air toward 
the line of scrimmage and 
nestled into the arms of Terrier 
lineman Steve Benko on the 
UNH28. 
However, the Wildcat de-
fense stood its ground, allowing 
only one yard in three plays, and 
a 45 yard field goal attempt went 
wide to the right. 
Inspired by the defensive 
stand the Wildcat offense 
stormed down the field for the 
go-ahead touchdown with Byrne 
making some clutch plays. The 
bfa2est play of the drive came 
on third and nine when Byrne 
and Farrell hooked up for a 23 
yard pass play that moved the 
ball to the BU 48. From there 
on it was all Garron as he ran 
for 38 of the remaining 48 yards 
including the touchdown. ' 
The Wildcats drove down the 
field on their next possession 
but a 24 yard goal attempt by 
kicker Eric Facey missed with 
16 seconds left in the half. 
A 25 yard pass completion 
from Byrne to tight end Tom 
Flanagan set up a 49 yard field 
, goal by Facey early in the third 
"quarter, which put UNH up 17-
10, but a BU drive resulted in 
a field goal making the score 
17-13 after three quarters of 
play. 
The W'ildcats then put the 
gam~ out of reach with a 59 yard 
touchdown drive that featured 
running from all three backs as 
well as Byrne. Byrne made the 
big play when he evaded the BU 
pass rush on third and 13 and 
ti_etoed down the right sideline 
for a 29 yard gain. l.:Jarron 
' completed the drive with his 
· third TD run of the contest. 
Facey closed the scoring with 
another field goal. 
Bowes was pleased with the 
defense which shut down Man-
cini, who connected on only 
eight of 23 passes for 76 yards 
and one interception. 
"There were three reasons 
for Mancini's lack of success," 
said Bowes. "Our defensive 
secondary, especially Eric 
Thompson, put big hits on their 
receivers as soon as the ball got 
there which caused some incom-
pletions, the pass rush forced 
Mancini to throw before he 
wanted to several times and his 
receivers dropped a couple of 
balls." 
The only as peer of the game 
that Bowes found disappointing 
was the difficulty the Wildcats 
had holding onto the ball. 
"I wasn't upset by the inter-
ception because it was such a 
fluke play, but we fumbled three 
times and were lucky enough 
to only lose one of them," said 
Bowes. "We aren't always going 
t9 get that lucky and we can't 
afford a lot of turnovers against 
a good team." 
Next in line for the Wildcats 
is intra-state rival Dartmouth 
Saturday at 1 pm in Durham. 
The Witdcats are 1-1 while 
Dartmouth is 0-1 following a 
10-3 loss to Princeton. Last 
season UNH beat Dartmouth 
38-10 in Hanover. 
UNH quarterback Rich Byrne(19) trying to get away from 
a BU defender.(Sanjay Jain photo) 
Men's soccer wins 
By Steve Gray 
Two goals in the first over-
time period lifted the UNH 
Wildcat men's soccer squad to 
a 2-0 upset over Plymouth State 
on Plymouth's home turf yes-
terday afternoon. 
After 90 minutes ot scoreles~ 
regulation play the Wildcats 
broke through when Steve Bracy 
took a pass from Adrian Pfis-
terer and scored 5:38 into the 
first overtime period. Just 
twenty-seven secorn;ls later it 
was Pfisterer's turn to put cbe 
ball past Plymouth State goalie 
Terry Dimmick with the assist 
going to Peter Spiegel. 
Wildcat .goaltender Dave Bar-
low stopped seven shots and 
Dimmick had six saves. 
The victory lifts UNH's re-
cord to 1-1-1, while the loss 
dropped Plymouth State to 3-
2. 
UNH returns to action to-
morrow when they host eene 
State College in a 3 pm game. 
Field hockey ties Iowa 1-1 
By Jane Mellow 
Eleven corners in the first 
half couldn't do it. Fourteen 
shots in that same first stanza 
couldn't do it. Two ten minute 
overtime periods couldn't do 
it either. 
The women's field hockey 
team ended their ninety minute 
battle in a stalemate Saturday, 
tying the University of Iowa 
Hawkeyes 1-1. 
In an NCAA pre-season poll, 
Iowa was ranked second in the 
nation, while UNH was third. 
Yet according to U:N:H junior 
Karen Geromini, it wasn't the 
rankings that kept the Wildcats 
down. 
"I thought we let the game 
get away," Geromini said, citing 
the 2nd half especially. "We 
didn't keep our intensity. It 
wasn't the physical game---r-our 
mental part went down." 
"We were really disappoint-
ed," Geromini said. "We played 
well enou~h to win; we should 
have won. 
Though Iowa goalie Karen 
Napolitano tallied 13 saves in. 
the first half, UNH's Sandy 
Costigan opened the scoring at 
just 9:07 off a free hit from 
Gero mini. 
net, and at the 16 minute mark, 
pounded Iowa with at least five 
consecutive shots, only to be 
stunted by the Hawkeye defense. 
Iowa managed just two shots 
on UNH goalie Michele Flan-
nell in the first half; Flannell, 
in turn, tallied two saves. 
Yet the second period saw a 
different UNH team. 
Iowa managed to gain five 
corner opportunities in the first 
13 minutes alone and, though 
unable to score, it took two up-
the-f ield drives by Costigan and 
senior Jill Sickels to put UNH 
on the offensive once again. 
At the 17 minute mark, the 
Wildcats again had an attack on 
the Hawkeye net, but without 
luck. 
Then at 19: 10 on a contro-
versial play, Iowa's Diane Loos-
brock was able to put the ball 
behind Flannell off a free hit, 
tying the score. 
When UNH goalie Flannell did 
not see the ball hit another 
player, she stepped out of the 
goal to let it go in. 
However) the official ruled 
the ball had knicked the stick 
of Iowa player Loosbrock and 
thus the goal was good. 
But the goal didn't seem to 
affect the UNH team as much 
as their own play did. 
"The corners were good in 
the first half," said Geromini. 
"But we definitely should have 
scored. The second half, we 
didn't execute our corners half 
as well." 
"We beat their defense down 
the field, but we didn't use it," 
she added. 
When Iowa scored with 16 
minutes remaining in regulation 
time and the clock ticking down, 
overtime became imminent. 
According to United States 
Field Hockey Associa-
tion/NCAA rules, there was to 
be one ten-minute overtime 
period, not sudden death. If the 
score remained tied at the end 
of the first, there would be a 
second. If the game was tied at 
the end of the second, the score 
would stand as is. 
The Wildcat field hockey team tied Iowa 1-1 Saturday in 
Durham.(Suzie Haynes photo) 
The Wildcats then continued 
their barrage on the Hawkeye 
In field hockey, in order for 
a free hit to be counted as a goal, 
the ball must touch the stick of 
another player-any player-
before going into ·the net. In 
such instances, a goalie will 
usually step out of the path of 
the ball; if she touched it, it 
would be' in play. 
In this instance, Hawkeye 
Hope Whitcraft took the hit. 
And stand it did. Though 
Iowa managed five corners to 
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